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Heurtier tri-gauge projector
Bob Herriot

T

hese pictures show this unusual French projector, that used to be in the narrow
gauge section of the PPT museum at Bletchley.
This projector can run three gauges of film (9.5, 8, 16mm). The sprockets
can be changed by rotating the round disc. The film gate has to be changed for each
format. The projector was manufactured from the 1940s to the 1960s.
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Heurtier P.6-24
Bob Herriot

T

he firm of Heurtier of St Ettienne in France gained a reputation for quality in a
production of a range of tri-gauge projectors (8, 9.5, and 16mm) from the late
1930s until the 1960s. These projectors sold well in their country of birth, but
were beyond the reach of most amateurs in the UK.
The same went for the P.6-24 that was introduced in 1964. a donation of one of
these projectors by Mr Edwin Streather of Northampton enabled us to display one of
these fine machines alongside the Heurtier tri-gauge that we had received earlier.
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The Heurtier P.6-24 is an extremely well-built solid machine consisting of two
parts. The projector is sold as a standard 8mm silent projector, which sits on top of,
and plugs into, a sound attachment consisting of the soundhead itself and a valve
amplifier that was supplied separately. The projector weighs in at 17lbs, the sound
system about the same, the pair fit inside a carrying case complete with leads, spools
and speaker unit. The whole assembly weighs about the same as some 16mm systems!
Film loading is a simple but effective automatic system. The projector runs very
quietly even at the slowest speed. Talking of speeds, four are provided plus single
frame. The speeds are selected by means of two control knobs; one on the rear of
the machine displaces the drive belts across a stepped pulley to give 18fps or 24fps.
The second knob in combination with the rear one gives the other speeds. The speed
change mechanism is unusual in that when set on 6fps or 8fps the shutter runs at its
normal speed, the claw also runs at its normal rate, but the in-out cam is changed to 6
cycles so that the claw engages the film only at every third stroke. This gives a flickerfree picture without any loss of light input. This is ideal for motion analysis.
Another unusual design feature is in rewinding the film. At the end of the reel,
the film is connected to the feed spool as usual but pressure at the rear of the carrying
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handle changes gearing so that the feed spool now rotates at a high speed ensuring
rapid rewind.
The rear pressure plate is mounted on the front of the hinged lamp cover, which
makes gate cleaning very easy and allows splices to pass without the loss of focus.
The light source is a 12 volt 100 watt A1/186 lamp. The voltage regulator can be set
from 110-40 volts by a knob on the side of the lamp house (it is easily turned, I wonder
how often it was altered in error). Controls are of the piano key type, all marked in
French.
The sound assembly consists of two units: one containing the three magnetic heads.
This unit also contains the flywheel which smoothes out any variations in film speed.
The other is the eight-valve amplifier which doubles for the stand for the projector,
which has a plug on the underside to connect with the amplifier automatically.
The erase head operates normally during recordings but can be switched off so
that the sound on recordings can be made. One head is used both for recording and
playback. The third head is used for monitoring purposes. This allows the operator
to listen to what he is actually recording at the very moment he is recording. The
amplifier can be used as a PA system if required.
The Heurtier P. 6-24 is very much in the ‘quality’ class of projector which was
originally marketed for the man or woman who wanted a silent machine for the present
but anticipated getting into sound later. The quietness of the projector certainly made
it very suitable for sound recording. One point of criticism, however, is the lack of an
inching knob, probably because the position of the magnetic soundhead lines up in
front of what would have been the natural position at the end of the main drive-haft.
The cost of the projector on its own in 1964 was £46 with the 20mm Som Berthiot
lens. The sound attachment sold for £110.
Photographs by Bob
Herriott
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A box of surprises

Peter Allen

H

ere at Bletchley Park we like a challenge (from time to time!). This one was
slightly different – not a broken, damaged or badly neglected machine, but
just a ‘box of bits’ with no way of knowing if everything was there. Neither
were there any instruction books for guidance!
This is what our intrepid restoration engineer, Derek James took on. The machine
was an American built TSI Moviematic by Technical Services of Livonia, Michigan
USA. Those of you in the know will immediately recognise it, but for the rest it’s a
sales rep’s dream machine. A compact unit measuring 14” x 12” x 12” – sorry but
it’s pre-decimal younger readers – grab a calculator to convert it to cm! It contains a
16mm optical sound projector with a swing out back projection screen at the front,
which makes the whole thing very portable. I would imagine its primary purpose
would have been to show company promotional and product films for demonstration
and advertising purposes.
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The film is put onto a platter at the bottom of the machine and feeds upwards
from the centre of the ‘cassette;’ the platter is friction driven by a rubber wheel (which
is still in good condition), it would have held about 200 feet of film. It is thought
that the films may have been made or commissioned by the instruments supplier
and would have come already spliced, thus forming a continuous loop resulting in
very little operator intervention being required. There is no reason why any length
up the maximum size could not be used with a good strong splice. You would have
to remember to thread the film ‘back to front’ as in essence it is a back-projection
projector.
Many problems were incurred in the re-building, in particular a very annoying
mercury loaded micro-switch and as the machine is a UK import is badged at 220
volts, however the amplifier runs at 110 volts. There is no problem here, except that the
power feed to the amp is taken directly from the live main chassis so there is no chance
of earthing the machine without a major rewire. Ah well, people survived before three
pin plugs didn’t they! Mostly!
Photographs by Bob Herriott
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Pathéscope

Maurice Thornton - curator of the Curzon Collection

O

ne cannot speak of home movies without referring to Pathéscope. This
organisation was perhaps the most prolific in producing home cinema than
anyone else.
Charles Pathé was a French entrepreneur who had by 1902 acquired patents of
the Lumiere Brothers. He gathered around himself Pierre Victor Continsouza and
Ferdinand Zecca and founded the movie empire of Pathé which before 1914 was the
biggest multi-national in the burgeoning film business. It was however Charles Pathé’s
concept of developing safe home movie projectors along with safety film that could be
used in the home and in schools, providing the means to show films for entertainment
and education, that was to create one of the greatest names in home movies.
The chance to use 28mm came with the experiments to produce safety base film
stock and also with development of the 28mm system which resulted by attempts to
invent a gauge which would always be in rack when threaded by creating a perforation
arrangement different to 35mm, among other considerations.
Pathé seemingly adopted 28mm as his medium though at first the gauge was not
mentioned. In France he produced the Kok, which appeared in Britain in 1912. It was
in some ways revolutionary. It employed a dynamo to provide the illumination which
was driven through the multiple gearing by turning the handle. This had been used
before notably by Bing for a toy projector. The drawback was that it could not show
captions as of course if one stopped turning the handle one had no illumination but
this was eventually overcome by Houghton providing a battery light which could be
used for projecting the captions similar to a lantern slide however I have never seen
such an attachment therefore not too sure how it worked.
The second innovation was that the Kok had a cover that resembled a hand sewing
machine (the only domestic mechanical machine apparently in the home in those
days) which with its safety lighting and film made it a very marketable product.
Later the Kok discarded the dynamo for a dropper resistance so it could be operated
from mains electricity using a 12v 24watt rating. The Kok in the Curzon Collection is
an original 1912 version with dynamo and it is a beautiful piece of engineering.
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28mm was used by other manufacturers, mainly in America but they did not match
the Kok. 28mm film contained 20.5 frames per foot and a 400ft reel equalled 500ft
of 35mm film. Reduced from 35mm originals were, unlike later practices of editing
to convenient lengths, issued in their entire length. By 1920 Pathéscope’s catalogue
offered over 2000 reels and one could hire them at around 2d (old currency) per foot.
28mm died out with the arrival of 9.5mm and 16mm. A Kok cost £15 with the battery
accessory at £1.5s.0d.
17.5mm gauge made its first appearance in 1899 with the Birtac produced by Birt
Acres of London. 17.5mm was achieved by splitting 35mm into two and then either
using the original perforations or as with the BIOKAM (1899) produced by Wrench
punching perforations centrally between frames as with 9.5mm.
Pathé came on the scene in 1926 when they demonstrated their new 17.5mm film
with a area 60% larger than 16mm. The gauge was used prolifically in France. In
the UK the first projector appeared in the early 1930s with the Rex silent projector
and they were reasonably popular for their light output. By 1934 sound film for the
home was becoming available with the appearance of 16mm ‘talkie’ projectors. At this
time Pathéscope decided to get into this growing market by introducing their 17.5mm
gauge Home Talkie with sound track replacing one row of perforations.
In 1938 came the arrival of two new projectors from Pathéscope, incidentally the
same time as the 9.5mm Vox. The modified Home Talkie and an all-new Super Talkie.
This was boasted to be ‘the finest talkie in the world’ by Pathéscope and delivered a
750-watt lamp, a five-valve amplifier, a 60mm lens and a separate exciter system. The
modified Home Talkie retailed for £63 and the Super at £130.
The film library (the Curzon Collection has a copy) was not large but it did have
some good features in sound. Until 1936 Pathé was responsible for film releases on
17.5mm but this was taken over by Pathéscope who maintained around 15 or so sound
reels each month. Silent 17.5mm was almost forgotten by this time.
The film library included some interesting features such as Death At Broadcasting
House (1934) an early version of Oliver Twist, Midshipman Easy (1935) starring a
young Margaret Lockwood and Charing Cross Road starring John Mills. In the 1938
catalogue there are nearly eighty feature length films with comedies by Gracie Fields,
Stanley Holloway and others. There was a large documentary section and even larger
cartoon section and a host of Pathé Pictorials.
Hiring was by coupon. A book of 40 coupons cost £2. Each voucher valued at 1
shilling (5p). It was two coupons per reel so a feature such as Sing As We Go starring
Gracie Fields, 8 reels, would cost 16 coupons (16s.0d)… and remember the features
were the same length in time as their 35mm counterparts.
For a time 17mm and 9.5mm ran side by side but by 1939 the gauge was gone. One
wonders if Pathéscope had stuck by the gauge and been better at marketing it might
have better competed with 16mm.
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“Pathéscope”
The Self-Contained
Home Cinematograph

HAND-DRIVEN PATHÉSCOPE
With the Hand-driven Pathéscope you can project the famous Pathé moving picture
successes in your own home. The machine is so simple to use that you can start working it
directly. It is safe - for the film can’t burn. The pictures are steady and don’t flicker.
The Pathéscope is absolutely complete in itself. No electric supply is needed for this
model. Turning the handle produces the light.
The Pathéscope outfit complete consists of the Projector (with its self-contained
magneto for generating the light, the Lens, Condenser, Electric Lamp) all ready for
immediate use; a complete two picture spool of film (about 350 feet long), a screen (for
showing a picture 31 x 23 inches) with its framework and packing box, a cleaning outfit and
a metal cover for the machine.

Price, £15 0 0; or without Free Film, £12 12 0
Nothing extra need be purchased excepy perhaps a few spare lamps.
The lamps last between six and eight hours of continuous use.
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Left: the original Coronet 9.5mm
projector
Two pictures below: the Dekko (copied
from the Coronet) with super attachment
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The Coronet II

The ultimate Dekko 9.5mm
projector complete with sprocket
feed and super attachment
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Without a doubt the golden age for Pathéscope was their introduction of the 9.5mm
gauge. Love it or hate it, the range of Pathéscope projectors, and the few cameras,
dominated home cinema during the 1920s and 1930s and later only to be eventually
overtaken by Kodak’s 8mm gauge and to some extent by 16mm. Pathéscope was
manufacturing home cinema equipment from 1922, when they first introduced the
Baby, right up until the 1960s with a break during most of the WW2 years. Having
made a brief calculation I would say that the number of different projectors in the
9.5mm gauge they produced in those years numbers well over 25 and some eight
cameras. There are probably more. It would be impossible to list or describe all of these
in these articles so I will mention just a few popular ones and one or two rarer ones
that we have in the Curzon Collection.
Baby: 1922-1935 The first of the Baby range which was made in France by
Continsuza and was on sale in the UK in 1923. It was hand-turned and used ‘notched’
titles (a slot in the side of the film to stop the projector on the captions-thus save on
film). At first the projector used 30ft. cassettes then 60ft. Later attachments allowed
the use of 300ft. spools. Motor attachments were also available. Lamp output varied
using the Pathé T Base. Basic machines used battery/accumulator energy source but
a dropper was also available for UK voltage. Lamps were 6v for battery and 12v and
18v for ‘mains.’ Cost of the projector in 1923 was £5 but with a dropper resistance it
was £6.
Lux: 1932 A new design the Lux came motor driven as standard. (though a handturned model was also available to order). It was the first Pathé projector designed to
take the 300ft. spool. There were problems however as the film gate gave trouble but
could be replaced with an expensive plated gate as used in the 200B. More powerful
lamps were also offered but these caused problems with heat and the notched provision.
The Lux was a top projector of the day. It featured a built in notched facility for
showing still captions, possible with its original lamp rating of 40v. 50w. The Lux
was on the market for only a short time hence it is a collector’s item today. With its
improved light output the Lux sold for around £30.
200B: 1933 Designed and manufactured in the UK the 200B is a simple and
straightforward projector, which was very kind to film. It is also an attractive looking
projector so much so that we use a silhouette of it for our Curzon Collection logo. It
just simply looks like a projector. A popular machine with a 200w. lamp it performed
well. The 200B was my first, and only, 9.5mm projector and still performs well. In later
years a 9.5mm/16mm dual gauge 200B was produced and it could also be adapted to
sound. Half the price of a Lux it retailed at £15.
IMP 1934-1937 A complete redesign of the Pathé Kid (1930) was introduced
in 1934. So-called Imp (IMProvement) as I am sure you know, became a popular
projector in the Pathéscope range. The major improvements were the totally opening
film gate and an external pulley which made it possible for a motor attachment. It
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retailed at £4.12.6d. (just in time for Christmas) and for one with a super attachment
and motor £7.0s.0d. It remained in production until 1937 it was replaced by the ‘H’
1938 – 1939. Another British design and manufacture it sold little in France though
some of its parts originated from there. It has sprocket feed, 300ft spool arms and
fitted with an 80v. 100w. lamp (why did Pathé insist of having so many different
lamps). I have no details of its cost but production stopped with WW2.
Gem: 1948 -1958 yet another British design and manufacture by Pathé. It was
not sold in France. Designed as early as 1939 it was an interesting design using diecastings. Its 12v. 100w. lamp gave much improved lighting especially with its film
transportation. Only real faults are that the standard lens needed improvement and
that at the end of a reel the film could tend to wind back around the take-up sprocket.
The Gem has a 900ft capacity and was also manufactured in 8mm and 16mm versions.
Price details for the time are not known.
Vox and Super Vox: 1937-1940 A product of Pathé, France the Vox was introduced
immediately into the UK. From the start it became a popular machine if you were into
‘talkies’ and at a much cheaper cost than going 16mm. The Vox had a 15v 200w lamp
and the super Vox a 31v 400w. Its minus point is that it was so heavy. Much more so
than many 16mm machines but it never survived in production past WW2.
Son: 1951-1956 British in design and manufacture the Son was based on the Gem
mechanism and was good, however corners were cut to get the price down. The lamp
was 12v 100w and a good lens gave a good picture. A mark 2 model came out a
while later with a much-improved amplifier. Biggest problems were with crude speed
governor and overheating amplifier. Still a reasonable sound projector for £78 post
war.
Ace: We have a number of Ace projectors both handle driven and motor driven.
At the collection we often have fun asking people to thread one. Too many models
to detail but how many people started their first romance with film by having one of
these little projectors. Exclusively British they were in production right up until the
demise of Pathéscope and then continued selling through Great Universal Stores and
D.M. Bently. At 59s 6d (£2.97) they were arguably the most favourite of all 9.5mm
projectors. They were even more popular when the motorised attachment became
available.
Finally our most valued 9.5mm possession in the collection is the Pathé Coq D’or.
This projector is of French production and not marketed in the UK. In production
from 1937 – 1940 manufactured by Ateliers Vaucanson it was a hand-turned projector
for short films and fitted with a 60w lamp. Available for the Coq D’Or was a motor
and attachments for 300ft reels. It had a notched title device. It is an odd looking
machine and quite heavy. Few were even sold in France. We believe we have one of the
very few that ever got to this country and certainly that can be viewed by the public.
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Pathescopé Gem 9.5mm silent projector.

The Pathescope Ace 9.5mm projector.

The Pathéscope 200-B 9.5mm silent
projector.

The Pathescopé Son 9.5mm sound
projector.
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Pathé Baby

Mikael Barnard

I

discovered the trust in March 2009 and would have much sooner if the advertising
budget per annum was greater than £0.00. Having trained as a film archivist and with
a great interest in home projectors and cinema technology I set about integrating myself
into the team at Bletchley Park. Being one of ‘da yoof’, at least chronologically, I found my
computer skills much in demand and I was given the obvious role of assisting Bob Herriott
in managing and maintaining an archive that, but for his attentions, could be a very great
deal worse but in which there is still a great deal of work to be done. With limited time on
his hands and having decided to focus more on the narrow gauge projectors in general and
the displays in the narrow gauge room in particular Bob resigned as archivist and it was
with much honour and pleasure that I accepted the invitation to succeed him in November
last year.
We agreed that project one for me should be to collate all the film in the archive into one
place and begin a catalogue, making any necessary repairs to the film as I went along. This
was done and I began the catalogue. Standard 8 and Super 8 were relatively easy but the
9.5 lurked around the corner. Not that I can’t project 9.5, my 200B is an excellent machine
and thanks to the trust it now has a very nice halogen lamp in it. There was no way I was
going to tackle the 9.5 without a tape splicer so I broke the bank and invested in one, I
needed one for myself anyway so it made sense even if it left me still poorer. I learnt how
to use one of these to repair 9.5 as part of the film archiving MA I did and believe me after
the very many hours (which, if added together would amount to several days) that I spent
repairing the 9.5 I became a dab hand! No, my worry was none of these things, my worry
was that we have a good many notched films and I had no projector with which to project
them. I could of course have pushed to have one of the projectors at the trust pulled into
service but the team was extremely busy restoring the Kalee 7 and the vast quantities of film
necessitated working from home. Concluding that I needed a projector of my own capable
of running 9.5 notched films I set about exploring the options. My research suggested three
key possibilities, a Bolex DA (rare and sometimes quite expensive, also not everyone’s cup of
tea since the mechanism must be reset manually each time a notch is encountered), a Pathé
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Lux (rare and quite expensive) and a Pathé Baby (more common but a lottery on whether
the mazac shutters have perished or not).
In a way my choice was made for me. Upon completing my education I decided to look
for a job in film archiving. The downside is the present state of the economy has left a never
very buoyant market virtually flat. The other problem was the handful of suitable jobs I did
apply for seemed to require applicants to have 2,000,000 years or so previous experience
in the workplace. I decided to make up for this by doing volunteer work and, never one to
do things by halves, I volunteer not only at the trust but at another institution called The
Living Archive in Wolverton. One of the other volunteers there learnt of my interest in
projectors and it turned out he was late of Kodak, Harrow. I am now training him how to
operate a Kalee 21 but he did me a very good turn and as a result I acquired his very beat
up Pathé Baby. Ken and his team are very generous souls and in return for my services they
seem very happy to help me coax my projectors back into shape when they go wrong if one
or more of the team with greater mechanical and electronic aptitude than I (that would be
all of them) can spare a minute from the main restoration project that is happening at the
time. Unfortunately I acquired my Pathé Baby just as they were in the thick of the Kalee 7
restoration so time was limited. Nevertheless they gave me what assistance and advice they
could and so began the gradual process of restoring my Pathé Baby.
The picture opposite shows the machine as I got it.
More than a little rusty, very flaky paint and no motor. Job one was to assess the shutter
(fig 2). Oh dear! Bowed and cracked! Never mind, the centre looked pretty intact so the
best idea seemed to be to trace around it and make a new one out of plastic. But the parts
of the shutter between the blades were in the way. It was suggested I saw them off and with
cautions of taking extreme care and the awareness that I had about a 50/50 chance of the
whole thing not shattering I put blade to metal and began sawing (fig 3). Despite the very
greatest of care and with only one section to go (fig 4).
Oh dear! Still, no great loss, the last edge was sawn off and the remains pushed back
together. Courtesy of Derrick (James, one of our restoration engineers, again just in case
you don’t know) a piece of hard, thin plastic came my way and a tracing was made and
the result was cut out of the plastic (fig 5. This was painted black and left to dry (fig 6).
We later learnt the original shutters functioned as shutter and flywheel (hence the sections
between the blades) but we reasoned, rightly as it turned out, that this would not be vital
to operation. A combination of wire bench grinder wheel and sandblaster removed most of
the rust (and remaining paint) from the projector and the next job was painting. What you
are about to see now is most unusual, a white (well grey) Pathé Baby (well bits of it) (fig 7).
Like most of this process, repainting machinery was something completely outside of
my knowledge and experience. I was advised (quite rightly) that one coat of primer was
sufficient and that the main business of painting could now start. At this stage something
about the Kalee 7 restoration required everyone’s undivided attention so when painting day
came I was left largely to my own devices. Hindsight is a wonderful thing. Major piece of
24
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Fig 2

Fig 5

Fig 3

Fig 6

Fig 4

Fig 7
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advice number one: many thin coats. If you finish spraying a light coat and there are still
patches of primer showing through do not apply more paint, wait for that coat to dry and
concentrate your efforts on those areas next time. Do not try and do it all in one go and have
paint dribbling everywhere, particularly when you really should have been more thorough
with the masking tape in covering those parts of the mechanism onto which you do not
want to apply paint. Well I know now! It looked fab when it was drying (fig 8).
But my ineptitude would come back later to haunt me in a very big way!
Major piece of advice number two: if copying from a bowed shutter even the blades are
going to be a little distorted. This will result in your new shutter blades being slightly too
long to turn without hitting the edge of the projector. Those who do not have the patience
of Job may also like to be advised that trying to file away the edges of plastic shutter blades
while the shutter is in situ may well achieve their goal of filing down the blade and being
able to test instantly if it will turn, but if you want to avoid getting plastic filings all over
your newly painted projector (badly painted or otherwise) for goodness sake remove it and
just file a little bit at a time then replace it on the shaft and retest (fig 9).
Oh dear! After a long process of vacuuming and scraping the plastic filings out (not
entirely successfully) and scraping paint off the cam, rollers and shaft behind the gate, I was
left with a projector on which the paint had, in the intervening days, flaked off even more
(fig 10).
Thankfully this was only of particular note on the base, the problem being more one
of having painted where I would perhaps best not, rather than the quality of the paint
job elsewhere on the projector than the base. Having come thus far and being more keen
to have a working notched projector than a shining example of the restorers art I elected
to press on, hand painted a few of the areas where primer was still showing through and
painted the metal plate, in the area where the film takes up, a nice shiny white (fig 11).
Major piece of advice number three: if you are grinding and sandblasting bits of a
projector make sure you grind and sandblast all the bits that need doing at the same time
otherwise, when you go back into your box of screws and bits and find little parts like the
gear cover that you’ve missed you will have to go and do them as well! With the projector
now reassembled, I started the business of trying to suss out the notching mechanism.
Doubtless the team would have fully sussed out how it worked if they had the time to devote
to it but Peter (Allen, assistant restoration engineer) who had helped me so much thus far,
was almost as bamboozled as myself. The Kalee 7 still required much attention and I was
becoming very disheartened with this awkward little so and so of a projector.
While I was doing my film archiving Master’s at UEA I spent a lot of time studying the
vast array of different film gauges and acquainting myself with many of the various different
projectors made to run them. This provided a fantastic grounding for my ‘weekend work’ at
the trust, (though it’s rare that the public ask anything too taxing anyway!) to say nothing
of knowing what to look for to expand my own collection. One obviously learns the usual
suspects first - Eumig P8s (which I personally detest), Elmo Super8 machines, Pathé 9.5,
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Fig 8

Fig 9

Eiki 16mm, various Bell and Howells etc.
Then I looked a bit deeper - 9.5 sound
projectors, Pathé KOKs, Heurtier tri-gauge,
17.5mm projectors, 22mm Edison Home
Kinetoscope etc. Now, although I do say so
myself, I have a pretty good knowledge of
the various types and models of projectors
and can easily tell a B&H 606 from a
606H! Since I now know most of the basic
machines, on the rare occasions I find the
time to study projectors I tend to explore
the very rare and exotic, like the various
Keystone projectors, the Victor 28mm (yes
please!), wondering if the trust will ever
acquire a Harper 16mm, wishing it was
easier to tell a Triplico 9.5 from a Peerless
9.5 without looking at the plate and being
surprised to learn that Pathé did a sound
attachment for the H as well as the Gem
and the 200B (don’t quite know how that
slipped under my radar for so long!) Anyway
it was while doing the ‘second stage’ of all
this that I stumbled across Cinerdistan
(http://www.cinerdistan.co.uk).
Cut to the block I had hit with restoring
my Pathé Baby. Although I discovered the
site while at UEA it wasn’t until afterwards

Fig 11

Fig 10
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that I finally joined the 8mm forum (http://8mmforum.film-tech.com/) and got around
to reading some of the posts from the past. Whose name should I see in the 9.5 section but
Martyn Stevens, he of Cinerdistan. What nearly made me fall out of my seat was when I saw
his location: Leighton Buzzard, Bedfordshire. Now here’s a coincidence, I live in Leighton
Buzzard, Bedfordshire too. It occurred to me that he might be a member of the PPT so I
asked Ken and found that Martyn basically did Ken’s job before Ken arrived. Ken knew
him well so I asked him to ask Martyn if he’d mind his number being passed on. A few days
later Ken gave me a piece of paper with a telephone number and address on it. It turns out
one of the foremost collectors and authorities of narrow gauge projectors in the world lives at
the top of the hill and I live at the bottom! So I made a phone call and arranged a meeting
between myself, Martyn and my Pathé Baby (it just so happens they’re a speciality of his!)
When I first saw the trust’s collection my eyes and jaw became closely acquainted with the
floor and seeing Martyn’s collection prompted a repeat performance! Martyn wasn’t at all
what I expected, from his voice I pictured a tall, thin man. Nevertheless I am delighted to
have become friends with the shorter, rounder Martyn of reality!
So we got the Baby on his workbench, he tutted a lot at my appalling paintwork and
I removed the top. A crash course on how the notching mechanism works cleared a good
many things up in my head and I learnt major piece of advice no. 4: correctly locating the
central shaft, gears wheels, notching mechanism and shutter is all rather critical and quite
incredibly fiddly, be prepared to spend a lot of time getting frustrated at the amount of trial
and error required! Removing the paint from and thoroughly greasing the cam shaft (for
the less technical that’s at the back behind the gate) will also help the mechanism turn much
better!
e left things with the mechanism kind of working but there was some more filing of the
shutter to do and yet more paint to be removed (see major piece of advice no.1 in the earlier
part of this article!) so I went away and did that. This was relatively easy and back at the trust
Peter Allen and I attempted the next major task - re timing the shutter. We ended up taking
much of the mechanism to pieces again and, although we timed the shutter very nicely,
when we came to put everything back together again it all went out of alignment and I
couldn’t get the notching mechanism to engage again. Another visit to Martyn and this was
fixed. I’d like to expand on this a moment - in our attempts to get the notching mechanism
to go again I wondered if the problem might be loose spring tension on the notching lever
that sticks out next to the gate. This is held on with a very small, thin spring and I couldn’t
work out for the life of me how it was fixed. Amazingly I worked out the answer for myself
- it isn’t! It is held in place by positioning the flat bit of the spring at the bottom against the
edge of the projector so it can’t turn. This seems like a remarkably flimsy piece of design but
it works - or at least it did when Martyn took the spring and, as if by magic, positioned it
so it ‘stuck’ against the edge of the projector rather than just sitting there swivelling freely
and ineffectually as it did when I tried! So I now had a Pathé Baby, repainted (badly!)
with a working notching mechanism; working, re-timed shutter and freshly ultrasonically
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Fig 12

Fig 13

cleaned lens elements. I needed just three
things, a new lamp, a motor and power!
Christmas was around the corner by now
and I’d just finished cataloguing another
batch of Martyn’s films (it’s a very good
arrangement we have, I catalogue and repair
his films, he helps me with my projectors!)
He came to pick them up and handed me
a box sealed with parcel tape. “Here’s you
Christmas present” he said. Lost for words
I thanked him and spent the next few
days pondering what on Earth it could be.
Christmas day came and to my delight I
found I was the proud owner of a lovely little
240v to 110v transformer (fig 12). Martyn
had acquired it with a bunch of other stuff
and had no need for it so he very kindly
passed it on to someone who was rather in
need of one! That was the mains taken care
of but I was still minus a motor and a light.
My researches on the best light source led
me, after many blind alleys, back to the 8mm
forum. In 2003 an American named Paul
Adsett posted details of a metal doohickey
he’d had made for mounting a 20w peanut
halogen in a Pathé Baby lamp-house. I had
no need for the doohickey since Martyn
makes his own reasonably priced versions
of these but 20w was the information I was
after. I then discovered that some people
were finding 20w a bit too much for the
film and the un-cooled lamp-house (there
is no fan in a Pathé Baby!) However there
were also reports that 10w peanuts gave no
problem and were still more illuminating
than the original bulb. I have since learnt
that 15w doesn’t give any trouble either and
these would seem to be the bulbs to go with
for Pathé Babies. A transformer, small box
and some rudimentary wiring later and my
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Pathé Baby was now equipped with a 10w halogen (fig 13). Shortly after this Martyn called
me and told me three Pathé Baby motors had come into his possession and would I like one
at another very reasonable price? While he tested them out, made the wiring safe and added
an earth plug (fig 14) I modified the plug on the end of the transformer so it would work
with a Baby and eventually came the big test. And do you know what it kind of worked.
The mechanism was still a little stiff and the motor was struggling a bit but it all turned and
my Pathé Baby ran its first movie for many a long year. It wasn’t perfect by any means so I
left it with Martyn, in his words:
“The mech was stiff, and only ran at all with the motor on max. As ever, the diagnosis is
largely a matter of trial and error. Oil first, obviously, but it wasn’t that. After much fruitless
effort, I put it aside for a few hours. Returning to it later, I suddenly recalled something I
had heard about the vital importance of a washer at the cam end of the shutter shaft. I had
tended to regard this as something of an “old nerd’s tale”, but thought it was worth a try,
and it worked.
During the earlier fruitless efforts, the motor had suddenly stopped responding to the
speed control so I took the bottom cover off the motor unit. One of the resistance fixing
nuts, which connected to the resistance wire, had worked loose, and had moved along its
thread to contact one of the incoming wires, so that was easy to fix. Finally, and this is where
it gets a bit bizarre, I noticed that one of the nuts at the back of the motor was loose. This
was on one of the threaded rods that serve to hold the motor together. As I was fixing this,
I noticed that the motor steadily but quite distinctly sped up as I tightened the nut, all the
way to the point where I was reluctant to tighten further for fear of doing harm. There was
little or no effect from tightening the other similar nut. I cannot even begin to understand
what that is about!
Understood or not the problem was fixed and that was it, one working Pathé Baby! Well
nearly. When I started writing this article the story of the Baby’s restoration had a slightly
different ending. It was working to a point but would only run very flat films and it wasn’t
taking the film up properly. Then I came to redraft this article for the last time and take
some final photos. while doing this I thought about these last two problems and decided to
have a final bash at it. I had already considered the reason the projector wasn’t advancing
anything but the flattest film was because the claw wasn’t protruding far enough. I will
try to explain how I remedied this as best I can but as you’ve no doubt gathered by now
I’m a much better archivist than I am an engineer! If you follow fig 15 the amount of claw
protrusion is partly governed by the positioning of the arm (1) relative to the cam shaft
(2) - the further back it is the further the claw protrudes. The arm is positioned by turning
the screw just above ‘3’, sliding the thing forward or back in the shaft beneath ‘3’ and then
tightening the screw to lock it in place while making sure the other end of the arm sits
behind the notching leaver (4) during normal running and in front of it when it encounters
a notch. When a notch is encountered the notching lever moves back allowing the whole
of the arm and the follower (5) to fall forward so that it can travel along the worm (6), the
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Fig 14

Fig 15

Fig 16

time it takes to do being what determines the
duration of the notch. If that’s confused you
I assure you it’s nothing compared to how
confused I was when it was first explained to
me! Just to make things more complicated
one has to get the angular position of the
arm precisely right as well as determining the
correct depth it has to sit in the shaft! The
problem I had is that if you shove the arm
back in the shaft too far the follower can’t fall
forward enough to engage with the worm. If
it can’t engage with the worm and the claw
doesn’t engage with the perforations you
have a very nice 9.5 slide projector! This was
the problem Peter and I were having when
we put everything back having re-timed the
shutter. Martyn had subsequently made it
work nicely but the arm was very far forward
in the shaft (as you can see in the photo
since this was taken before I moved the arm
further back). Realising I could and would
probably foul the whole thing up I unscrewed
the screw above ‘3’ and moved the arm back
much further so that the follower was only
just engaging with the worm. I found an
astonishing amount of play was available
while still enabling the follower to engage and
to my delight I could now set it so the claw
was protruding very much further. Why this
was causing so much trouble before when it
seemed the most critical of problems I don’t
know, possibly it’s to do with having got
paint on the spring between the arm and the
follower, but personally I’d wager my success
was more down to serendipity than anything
else, no matter - it now works!
So, pleased with myself I decided to sort
out the take-up problem. I’d only tested the
projector with junk film until now and this
was a good thing because every time, no
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matter how tightly I wound the film around the take-up it would unspool
and bunch up under the gate. I soon found out the reason for this, the
gears were turning the shaft alright but there was a gap between the takeup and the nut that holds the take-up to the shaft (see fig 16). I can only
assume this gap has come about through wear and tear but regardless
I unscrewed the nut, wrapped electric tape around the top
of it two or three times, cut away the excess and this very
effectively plugs the gap!
And that was it, one fully working Pathé Baby! I learnt
an awful lot about the basics of restoration, some interesting
points about Pathé Babies in particular (not least that there
are so many different models!), how not to do paint work
and that dodgy mazac is an absolute sod! It
will have a very special place in my collection
as the first projector I tried to restore, a
battered but working pinnacle of a steep
learning curve. I had the happy experience
of demonstrating it to the man I bought it
from originally and he was delighted to see
it working again, such a nice way to finish.
Of course it’s all academic now because
about two months after I finished restoring
the projector I did something I thought I
might never be able to do owing to cost and
rarity - I bought a Pathe Lux! That works like a
charm!
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Bell and Howell 640
John Thornley

M

ade in England it said on the plate but assembled in England would be more
accurate although quite a lot of the bits which made up this machine were
sourced in the UK including the lenses, the Goodmans Audiom speaker,
the cases and the amplifier although not the mechanism, which came from B&H in
Chicago.
The Rank Organisation started manufacture of B&H machines in 1948 and
continued to do so until production ended in 1962 with the new look 642/3 and 4
machines. When the 640 was introduced in 1957 it was part of a range of projectors
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which included the 631 optical replay and the 636 240 volt models. These were the last
‘wooden case’ models to come from Rank’s Mitcheldean factory in Gloucestershire,
which by 1957 was part of Rank Precision Industries.
The 640 was an optical and magnetic replay machine with a facility for recording
on magnetically striped film. The previous model with this facility was the 630 which
had a lever behind the sound drum which when rotated, sprung the magnetic head
onto the film. The picture to sound separation with this method was 28 frames.
Chicago was pushing to have this made into an industry standard. With the 640
Rank came up with plug in heads which were inserted into a hole at the side of the
sound drum. A latch was then released by the operator, which held the film against
the head. Two heads were supplied; the blue one for full stripe, where the stripe was
applied in the space normally occupied by the optical track. It could also be used for
half stripe, where a narrow optical track left space for a narrow magnetic track The
red one was for edge stripe, used on double perforated film.
A great idea and one which Bell and Howell in Chicago never took up because
with these heads the picture to sound separation of 28 frames was compromised,
reduced to just 23 frames and therefore not conforming to the proposed industry
standard.
The amplifier on this machine was quite revolutionary at the time as it had separate
circuitry for magnetic and optical sound reproduction enabling the characteristics of
both sound types to be maximised. It was also one of the first 16mm amplifiers to
take advantage of the then new printed type of circuitry. There was also a fail safe
mechanism to stop accidental erasure of magnetic tracks.
The mechanism was the tried and trusted type 57 which had been introduced in
the 1920s. Its very fast pull down was achieved by running the mechanism at very
high speed. For every three claw movements only one entered the gate and moved
the film the other two movements being held back by some very ingenious cam
movements. This made the machine noisy, hence the wooden case blimp. The 640
also had the jewel tipped claw and jeweled side runners introduced on the model 622
in 1955. Another Rank feature and a good one this time was the variable aperture
back plate which enabled the true showman to mask the picture down to a wide
screen format. Strangely this wasn’t taken up by Chicago either.
Optically the standard lens provided was the 2 inch f1.6 made in Leicester by
another rank subsidiary Taylor, Taylor and Hobson.
The light output, like all projectors of the time was poor, although the B&H
models were probably the brightest available standard machines in 1957. Using a 750
watt lamp and with the 2 inch lens, it gave about 220 lumens. The later use of the
24volt 250watt and fast f1.2 lenses in the TQ3, twenty or so years later, gave three or
four times this light output. To achieve the then ANSI standard brightness of 10 foot
lamberts (reflected light),on a matt white screen of say 5 foot was as big as you could
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go. It can therefore be appreciated why beaded screens were so popular then, as they
allowed a much larger picture while keeping the same screen brightness, albeit they
were far more directional than a matt white type.
A top machine for 1957, but it came at a price; £348 with an additional £18 for the
variable transformer for remember, all of theses machines except the mains 636 and
636 compact operated at 110 volts.
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Bell & Howell 643 revisited
John Thornley

I

ntroduced in 1961 as part of a new range of projectors, these machines were a
radical departure from the wooden case models which went before. Gone was the
type 57 mechanism which had served the company so well and been an integral
part of their sound machines since before the Second World War. These machines
were completely new in every respect.
For a very short time, in 1961 and 1962, the Rank Organisation produced these
machines under licence at their Mitcheldean factory in Gloucestershire. The machine
illustrated below was made there and is a model 643 for optical and magnetic replay.
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There were also the models 641 and 642 for optical replay and the 644 for optical and
magnetic replay with facilities for recording on magnetically striped film. All of these
machines were labelled Bell & Howell Filmosound - all mention of GB Equipments
having been expunged.
After Rank terminated their agreement with B&H, the machines for the UK
market were sourced from the Chicago firm’s associate in Japan. The British machines
differed in a couple of ways from the Japanese imports. The side and back covers on
the Rank machines were of fibreglass construction rather than the moulded plastic
type. Also Rank continued to fit the variable aperture back plate to the gate, which
they had introduced on the model 622 in 1955. This was never taken up by B&H or
its associates after manufacture at Mitcheldean ended. In fact the main body castings,
on the Japanese models, were different around the gate area, making a retrofit very
difficult.
All of the machines in the range had valve amplifiers and all had manual threading.
Not until the 650 series was auto threading introduced.
I mentioned in a previous article about the wooden case model 640, the wrangle
between Rank and B&H regarding the picture to sound separation for magnetically
striped film. This was well and truly sorted on these machines. A completely new
design of push in and twist heads were designed which were located underneath the
sound drum and therefore gave the correct picture to sound separation of 28 frames.
Like the wooden case models, different heads were available to accommodate the
different types of magnetic stripe. These heads were so successful that they were used
on subsequent Japanese sourced TQ models right up to and including the black TQ3
in the late 1970s. From the outset these machines were set up for 240 volt operation so
the heavy transformers of old were done away with.
The main benefit of these new machines was their much improved light output. The
lamp used was a newly developed tungsten type, the 240volt 1000watt A1/207 with
an integral reflector, a tiny metal mirror incorporated into the lamp and positioned
close behind the filament. This lamp was placed much closer to the gate than formerly
and therefore needed only one set of condensers to maximise the light through to
the screen. The lens was also a great improvement over those used on the wooden
case machines. Manufactured by Taylor Taylor and Hobson, the f1.4 Superproval
with a diameter of 55mm was a revelation. All in all the new optical set-up was a
vast improvement. The light output was a considerable improvement over that of the
wooden case models.
Francis Williams, in the Amateur Cine World of fond memory, called it light by
the brute force method. How right he was, for this was still a tungsten lamp giving off
vast amounts of wasted heat which had to be blown out of the top of the lamp house
by a large fan, the casing for which can be seen to the right of the lamp base in the
picture.
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Not until 1969, with the introduction of the TQ1 range, would the so called cold
light quartz lighting be fitted to these machines, they didn’t require condensers and
were even more efficient. But that’s another story.
To complete the list of improvements, this new range of projectors incorporated
optical centre framing whereby the film’s position in the gate relative to the aperture
in the back plate was adjusted by altering the claw position, not unlike rotating the
intermittent on a 35mm projector. The obvious benefit was that the projector didn’t
require re tilting every time an adjustment was made to the gate’s back plate which
was the framing method used on the previous models. Also the lamp filament, gate
aperture and lens remained in alignment.
An improvement which is often overlooked, was made to the loop former, a critical
part of the projector which avoids film damage should the claws be unable to transport
the film out of the gate; this is often due to perforation damage on the film itself or
perhaps to a bad splice. It is necessary when such a misfortune arises for the loop
former to pull the film down instead, and reform the bottom loop. In the case of the
642 and on subsequent B&H models, this action was timed to occur only when the
claws were withdrawn thus eliminating further film damage in the form of plucked
sprocket holes which some more brutal systems can cause.
This machine was a revelation when it was introduced,
a complete reworking of the
16mm portable projector to
take account of the advances
in illumination. The wooden
case models just couldn’t be
adapted to take advantage
of the increased light output
that was possible at the time.

Variable gate set to ultra
wide, actuating lever at top
left
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Mag head in place under the
sound drum

A1/207 with integral mirror.
Condenser set to the right

Loop former to left of bottom sprocket
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Bell & Howell TQM series

John Thornley remembers the last 16mm machines from
the famous Chicago factory
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I

t was a sad day in 1986 when it was announced that Bell & Howell would stop
manufacturing 16mm projectors at their Chicago factory. The fact was that this
part of the business had been acquired by Eiki the Japanese manufacturer of Elf
machines as they were known in the UK. Eiki were later to say that they would never
restart manufacture of Bell & Howells, as they cost too much to manufacture. The
fact was of course, by this time the worldwide sales of new 16mm projectors was
plummeting and Eiki must have been struggling to sell their annual output.
Pity, because the last Bell & Howells were particularly good machines. In the UK
they are quite rare nowadays as not many were sold. They shouldn’t be confused with
the TQ3 models as these were imported into the UK from a Bell and Howell associate
in Japan who had supplied the UK since Rank had given up manufacture in the early
1960s. Only when the Japanese company folded did Bell and Howell export to the UK
from their Chicago factory.
There was a complete range of machines available but the two best ones were the
2698 auto threader and the 2678 slot loader. They differed from previous models in
two respects. They were both optical and magnetic replay machines (yes, a magnetic
replay slot loader!) and on both machines the magnetic heads were simplified so
that one small switch was all that was needed to bring a much simplified magnetic
head into contact with the film. You may remember the removable Bell and Howell
magnetic heads of old which were pushed against a spring and then twisted into place
and the clunky knob used to rotate the head onto the film. These were used from the
early sixties right up until production of the black TQ3 ended.
The other important difference on these models was the replacement of the 24 volt
DC motor with a mains governed type as used originally on the 640, 650 and TQ1
models. All Bell and Howell machines after the TQ1 had these 24 volt motors, with a
tacho board to govern the speed, until the TQM was introduced. These mains motors
seem to have been sourced either from General Electric or National Panasonic. The
mains motors were certainly more robust than the 24 volt type but a speed change
from 24fps to 18fps could only be achieved by levering the drive belt onto a different
pulley while the projector was running as the speed of a mains governed motor can’t
be altered. The speed of the 24 volt DC type however could be altered at the touch of
a switch.
On the downside, these machines, certainly the ones in my collection, still have the
old type spiral gears which have proved a fatal weak spot on all B&H machines from
the 641 onwards. I think Bell and Howell finally got round to approving the new solid
spiral gears in 1986 when they ceased manufacture!
Like most 16mm machines at the time the TQM used the 24 volt 250 watt A1/259
lamp, this was a quartz lamp with an integral dichroic mirror. With this type of
lamp the light was reflected forward through the gate while the heat generated passed
through the reflector where a cooling fan efficiently removed it. The lamp was fixed
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right up against the back of the gate so heat removal was a priority; obviously there
were no condensers in the light path to absorb light as was the case with the old
tungsten filament lamps, so all in all a very efficient light source.
At full brightness the lamps lasted about 25 hours and during that time the reflector
slowly deteriorated, not catastrophically, but I could always see a difference in screen
brightness when a new lamp was installed. I fully expect someone to comment on how
many hours they could get out of these lamps on the low (dim) setting. All I can say is
most of those hours would have been with a degraded reflector. To get the best out of
these machines you just had to accept that illumination was 50p per hour, an A1/259
costing about £12.50 at the time.
Light output was very good with the standard 2” f1.2 lens and the lamp on
maximum brightness. Light output was around 900 lumens so an eight foot picture
on a matt white screen of 80% reflectivity was possible while conforming to industry
standards on screen brightness of 16 foot lamberts.
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think it was legendary Doctor Who scriptwriter Robert Holmes who said “what
you need for a story is a good idea. It doesn’t necessarily have to be your good idea!”
I recently read that when Stephen Fry initially pitched the idea of QI to the
BBC one of the selling points was that, if it was successful, they could potentially
run it for 26 series. So it was that I decided to borrow Mr. Fry’s good idea and adapt
it for Rewind. I thought “why don’t I review 26 projectors, A-Z by manufacturer”.
While I liked this idea there were one or two logistical problems to be overcome, not
least X! I also had the thought that most of the projectors I own I do so because I like
them. It would make for pretty dull reviews if every article was ‘isn’t this projector
great!’ Nevertheless I have been told on occasion that I have a tendency to over analyse
things so the main criteria that will determine what projectors I review are what I have
available and what is in working order. I also have the whole of the trust’s collection
available for this project so, while a couple of projectors I will choose because I like
them, there are many I haven’t tried and indeed often there will be multiple choices of
projector available. Where this happens I will put them all into a programme called
‘The Hat’ (a freeware programme available from http://www.harmonyhollow.net/)
and it will draw one for me at random.
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A Agfa Movector 8
T

here are a surprisingly limited number of projectors made by companies whose
names begin with A. Of the ones available it really came down to Ampro or
Agfa, I went with the latter because it had a plug on it!
This projector is quite a dinky little standard 8 projector. I am informed there was
also a Super8 version and we have one of these buried somewhere in the depths of
D-block. The initial thing I wanted to do was get into the lamphouse to see if it had a
lamp in. I was briefly flummoxed by the catch but it was easy enough once I worked out
it slid to the side rather than pushed in or pulled out. The lamp inside was a small 15v
200w tungsten bulb fed by a resistance which is mounted in the lamphouse next to it.
This is a very similar arrangement to my recently acquired and already much beloved
Siemens 2000 16mm projector. The lamp can be adjusted vertically by turning a screw
in the lamphouse but cannot, so far as I can see, be adjusted horizontally. The mirror
can also be adjusted backwards and forwards along a screw thread.
The next thing that struck me was a rather large dial on the back marked ‘langsam
– schnell’, you can guess the function yourselves! The lens is an Agfa Lucellar II, f
2.5cm which, considering how impossible it was to remove I can only conclude is
original to the machine. There is a little racking lever which I was surprised to find
racks by moving the claw rather than a plate in the gate, I don’t know how standard
a method this is but I guess I’m too used to Pathé equipment! There is manual tilt
control on the front which moves the whole projector head and lamphouse on a pivot,
this can be done quite speedily on the Movector and it is the one weak point on the
aforementioned Siemens 2000 that I wish was better as it takes forever to tilt that one!
The tilt control takes the form of a fairly large, round serrated knob which, as well as
being handy for large hands adds much to the aesthetics of the machine.
There is a little inching knob which sticks out the front of the projector towards the
top of the head. This doesn’t protrude very far which is good for safety but awkward
for those with chubby fingers like me. The gate opens easily via a little lever and it
opens quite wide enough for easy threading. The power switch has two positions,
marked with symbols, one is an ‘0’ and one is a lamp. I assumed ‘0’ symbol was power
off and the lamp symbol was operation, including the motor. This proved to be the
case.
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So the next stage was to work out the film path and switch it on. The film path is
childishly simple. There is a major downside to this projector though, the film runs
over the same sprocket wheel before it goes into the gate and re-engages with the same
wheel once it emerges. The problem is the sprocket wheel is inset compared to the gate
so it requires ‘drunken loops’ (i.e. bent across between the sprocket and the gate). This
isn’t always disastrous, much Pathé equipment including the Vox/Super Vox and a
number of 17.5mm machines require drunken loops and in practice they tend not to
be a problem unless one tries to project film that is particularly brittle. Nevertheless it
is always preferable not to bend film across like this and in the case of the Movector 8
the necessity of doing so appears to result from a cross between penny pinching and
poor design. So I didn’t bother to actually lace any film through it but I did switch it
on. The light output is fair, since it’s only 15v and a tungsten bulb it’s nothing special
but it would be quite adequate on a small screen.
The only other thing of note is that once I’d turned it off, despite only having run
it for about 20 seconds, it was already really quite warm. I wouldn’t want to have to
touch it after an hour of constant running!
The other fact that I’ve withheld until now is that the projector dates from 1938.
Standard 8 was introduced by Kodak in 1932 with the Kodascope 8 (model 20) so this
is a fairly early standard 8 projector and considering this it isn’t bad, it’s not great but
it isn’t bad! I certainly wouldn’t recommend it as anyone’s main standard 8 projector
today but looked at in its historical context it had much to offer in its day.
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B Bolex DA
I

have always found writing to a given length difficult. All through university I
would stare at an assignment, gawk at the page and wonder how on Earth I would
ever find sufficient words to form a whole essay on the topic. Then I would start
writing and before I knew it I was way over length. So it was when I came to write
the first draft of my review for the Bolex DA. To combat this I have elected simply to
highlight the best and worst points of the projector. My thanks to Martyn Stevens for
lending me the DA used in this review.
The first thing was to see what lamp was fitted. Martyn has yet to convert this
example to halogen so the lamp is an original. Unfortunately the lamp requires special
magic powers to remove which, after at least five minutes of trying, I concluded I do
not possess. However the instructions (available on Martyn’s website- http://www.
cinerdistan.co.uk) inform us that the lamp is 110v (naturally) and that two wattages
were available, 250w and 400w; the one in this particular projector is clearly the
former. The lamp is offset from the film path, the light being reflected by a mirror. A
separate heat filter engages when a notch is encountered or the stills lever is triggered
and a good thing this is too. After operating for even a few seconds the lamphouse gets
quite incredibly hot and I dread to think how hot it would get running a 400w lamp
for any length of time! This would also explain why the inside of the lamphouse looks
more than a little ‘toasted’!
Most of the controls are quite intuitive but I should mention a ‘setting screw’ near the
gate which the operator has to set at the right point to allow the notching mechanism
to work properly. When it is screwed up tight, the mechanism is disengaged and the
projector doesn’t stop at a notch. It has to be undone a little to engage the mechanism
but not too far; fortunately this ‘sweet spot’ is quite broad.
The projector takes regular 9.5 reels as standard. I am sadly lacking in notched
films on 300ft spools and the only print I had to hand was a very beat up copy of
‘Vaudeville’, with much buckling and many a burnt title. It was time to see what this
machine could handle! The lacing path is perfectly simple and there is a handy guide
stamped into the body of the projector. The sprocket has sprung film guides/retainers
top and bottom and these were a delight to operate, just the right tension to hold the
film well but still light enough to pull back with ease. Once pulled back they also
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‘lock’ open and are dropped again by pushing little release buttons. With the film
laced up I switched on and set about adjusting the speed control. The speed control
works contrary to the direction one would and expect and Martyn warned me this
would get extremely annoying very quickly. Never was a truer word spoken!
Before embarking on this review the only thing I really knew about Bolex DAs/
PAs was that, unlike the Pathé Baby and Pathé Lux, where the process is automatic,
the film has to be manually restarted after a notch. This is done by turning a decentlysized release lever once the operator is satisfied sufficient time has passed for the
audience to read the title. My initial thought is that while this gives a pleasing level
of control over the duration of the title, it might get a little wearing for the operator,
but this really is a small price to pay if you desire such control of the process and wish
to enjoy notched films on a projector that offers such a bright light! And if you object
because it means that you as the operator have to stay by the projector throughout the
film, then you have no sympathy from me since that’s what you should do anyway!
Using such a battered print was a little unfair since it jumped off the underneath
of the single sprocket on a couple of occasions. To the projector’s credit, stopping
and re-lacing the film can be done very promptly indeed, but I must say my Lux
runs this beat-up old print without complaint. I then ran a shorter notched film in
good condition and it purred through perfectly, so for good condition notched films I
would have no hesitation in recommending the Bolex. One disconcerting thing about
the DA is that when a notch is being held in place the motor speeds up owing to the
reduced load. Sometimes it speeds up quite a lot if the notch is held for a while and
one wonders how much good this does the motor. However, it seems to have lasted
since 1933 without any trouble so it’s clearly not too great a problem! I was also a little
dismayed at the lack of an ‘on-off switch; everything starts when the power is applied
but a transformer with an on-off switch quickly negates the problem.
Martyn possesses many rare and unusual things and one item he did produce from
a drawer just before I left with the machine was a special attachment for running
30ft/60ft Pathé cassettes on the DA. Space precludes me from writing about using this
in any great detail but it is quite easy to fit with a little thought and practice. It took
me a moment to work out that you have to push the handle forward to rewind the film
and I didn’t particularly like the way the film rewound directly across the edge of the
cassette adapter into the cassette; far too much potential for scratching in my opinion.
The best things about the DA can be summed up quite succinctly. The picture, even
with the original lamp, is blissfully bright, far more than can be achieved even with
brightest halogen lamp that can safely be used for notched titles in a Lux (50w). The
sprung film guides/retainers are an absolute pleasure to use, as is the picture framer.
The ease with which the gate can be removed and the simplicity of the mechanism that
facilitates this is an absolute marvel, many other manufacturers would have done well
to pay attention! The machine absolutely purrs along and is pleasingly quiet, even when
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the motor accelerates at notches. The option to engage a still frame at will is quite nice.
Yes, the speed control is a pain, yes, the manual restart process won’t be to everyone’s
taste and yes, it did spit out a very rough print, but then it was never designed to run
such an abomination! At its heart this is a superbly engineered projector, one of the all
time greats and if it wasn’t for the fact that Martyn has already promised it to a French
collector I would be throwing what little money I have at him to acquire this beauty.
I will have a Bolex DA in my collection one day and would thoroughly recommend it
to any other 9.5er!
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C Cinegel Royal 200
I

am genuinely trying to provide some variety with my reviews. I had hoped to
review a Carpenter projector (16mm) as they are quite unusual. Unfortunately,
although we have a cosmetically good example in the trust’s collection we do not
have a transformer for it and the whole thing was decided against after we took a look
at the wiring. I then thought I’d try to review a Cirse Sound but, although I am almost
certain they are fabulous just from looking at them, we discovered the one at the trust
has a burnt-out transformer. With some trepidation I also looked at a Chinon Sound
8000; I am not particularly enamoured with Chinons since one hears such horror
stories of how they scratch films. I was, therefore, quite pleased to find one of the belts
had perished.
However, this did leave me the problem of which projector to review. So I once
again got in touch with Martyn Stevens. He does have a Cirse sound somewhere but
it isn’t to hand at present, instead he suggested I review a Cinegel Royal 200, a 9.5
silent projector. I am aware my last review was a silent 9.5 projector but in my defence
it was with an emphasis on 9.5 notched and I think you’ll agree I did try to find an
alternative!
The first thing that struck me about the Cinegel is that it couldn’t really be
described as large, ‘dinky’ or ‘compact’ would be better adjectives. This usually sets
alarm bells ringing about cheap materials and limited light output. Then I took the
cover off and ‘stylish’ also quickly added itself to the list of adjectives - the spool arms
in particular are very elegant. I then started playing with it and quickly fell in love
- (nearly) everything is, from an operator’s perspective, simple and straight-forward.
Take the cover to the claw mech for example, one simple thumb screw which is easy
to undo but secure when fastened. Add one extra screw into the equation and the
same applies to the cover for the lamp (which is also easy to remove/change) and the
inspection hatch at the back. Quite what the point of the inspection hatch is beyond
seeing the condition/presence of the main drive belt baffles me but the cover is easy
to remove! The framing lever works by pivoting the claw. The lamp and motor are
operated by separate simple on/off switches.
The voltage selector is the same type of switch (allowing for 100-150v in one
position and 160-220v in the other) but is protected by a screw-on cover; no fiddling
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about unscrewing back covers and changing wires on the transformer in the Cinegel
Royal 200! The feet/tilt arrangement is also remarkably neat; two fixed feet protrude
sideways in relation to the projector at the rear and act much like stabilisers on a
child’s bike. This means the projector can comfortably get away with only having one
screw foot at the front and this can be extended or retracted with remarkable speed to
provide the required tilt.
Then we come to the lamp. Tungsten of course but what a lovely lamp for such a
small machine – 240v 300w which gives a beautifully bright picture (ably assisted by
a good quality lens)! This lamp is cooled by a fan on the motor shaft and after a few
minutes operation the lamp chamber remained surprisingly cool.
It was time to test some film. The first thing was to extend the spool arms. The belt
on the lower arms disengages when it is folded and has to be simply placed into the
slot for use.
The top belt is short enough that it always stays in place. The top arm is not driven
which means it will accommodate film wound for either rotation. I was initially
concerned that the film would ‘travel’ far enough to foul the take-up reel but in practice
this just didn’t happen. The bottom arm accommodates a 300/400ft take-up reel with
ease – so much ease that the arm would only need to be 1cm longer to accommodate
an 800ft reel. Like the projectors in the two previous reviews the Cinegel is fitted with
a single sprocket which engages the film twice.
At this point I almost became disenchanted with the projector. Naturally an
instruction book was not included and there are six rollers around the sprocket.
Unusually for me, given that I am a narrow-gauge man at heart and a 9.5er in particular,
I was momentarily influenced by the Kalee 21 and assumed the film tucked under all
them all in the same way as with the rollers of the lower Kalee 21 sprocket. Doing so
with the Cinegel would have meant the film coming into contact with the projector
body. Thankfully I came to my senses and reasoned that the film goes under rollers
one and two and over roller three. Similarly the film goes under roller four and over
rollers five and six on exit. The proximity of the film at rollers one and six also worried
me, the gap is so small I was concerned that the film would rub against itself as film
in motion always vibrates to some extent. However, this is where the advantage of the
single sprocket comes in, although the distance between the film at these rollers is very
small it’s just great enough that even in motion the film never quite touches (believe
me I watched this gap like a hawk for the entire duration of the test film to be sure).
This is either very serendipitous or very, very well designed. Considering the beautiful
design of the machine as a whole my money is on the latter!
The fact of the matter is the only slight quibbles I have with this projector are that
it helps to set the lower loop slightly larger than required as it seems to drop a perf
or two when the projector is first started and that you have to be careful to mind the
film at the lower loop when adjusting the frame lever. This is, however, a little like
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complaining at a Rembrandt because a fly has momentarily landed on it, a trifling
imperfection that is soon forgotten. All in all I find the Cinegel Royal 200 to be a
superb projector and I highly recommend it.
Addendum: All right, all right I have a few words left and if I don’t mention it I’ll
get letters. There’s just no denying it while still being fair - the projector doesn’t have
a rewind. Well it does but you have to swap the position of the take-up and feed reels
and put a twist in the belt of the lower arm. Then switch on the motor and away you
go. I guess in a projector that is otherwise so simple I was surprised at a lack of a button
marked ‘rebobine’ but look even the most perfect partner will have some minor flaws
that have to be overlooked – the Kalee 21 doesn’t have a rewind button either and
that’s probably the greatest projector ever built. The Cinegel Royal 200 is still utterly
adorable!
Photo: Martyn Stevens
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D Ditmar Duo
C

ollecting and maintaining narrow gauge projectors can be an expensive hobby.
In just the last fortnight or so, at the time of writing, my newly acquired
and much beloved Bolex DA stopped working. American collector and PPT
member Dino Everett has recently encountered a similar problem with his DA and
on closer inspection it turned out that a fibre gear right at the heart of the projector
had stripped after many years of service, mine has the same problem. This is good in
one sense since our mutual friend Martyn Stevens is having some replacements made
in brass which should help to future-proof this particular component somewhat but
it does mean that, once again, I have to pour yet more money into my hobby than
is comfortable. I mention the DA partly to alert fellow collectors to the problem of
this fibre gear which will surely prove more apparent over time but mainly to remind
the reader that the Bolex DA a dual gauge projector, which brings us neatly to the
Ditmar Duo. Like the majority of dual gauge projectors the DA requires the operator
to change at least the gate and sprockets when switching between gauges. The Ditmar
on the other hand is a rarer breed; a projector is designed to run multiple gauges in
parallel, i.e. there are two film paths, two sets of sprockets, a double claw and a double
gate.
Ditmar was an Austrian company that introduced the Duo in the 1930s. Three
main variants of the projector were produced, for 8/16mm, 8/9.5mm and 9.5/16mm.
The example reviewed here (kindly lent for the purpose by Martyn Stevens) is of the
latter type. We have one of these at the trust also (electrically untested, hence my using
Martyn’s example for convenience), as well as the 8/16mm variant. If anyone has an
example of the 8/9.5mm variant that they would like do donated we would be delighted
to complete the set! Since the projector was made in Austria, it is designed to run
natively at UK mains voltage although provision is built in to allow for 110v operation
with a resistance. Apparently 110v running has the advantage of giving greater light.
Not being an engineer this confused me at first but I am told that 110v lamps allow
for a more compact filament design which, in turn, gives a more concentrated light
and this does indeed make much sense. The lamp used in this particular example
was the standard 250v 500w tungsten lamp common to many projectors of the era.
Replacement is simply a matter of turning the finger screw that holds the lamphouse
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cover in place and tilting it back on its hinge. At the back of the projector is an on-off
switch for the lamp.
Since the projector is slightly more complex than average I took the time to look
over the instruction manual (scans available from Martyn’s website: www.cinerdistan.
co.uk, with apologies to regular readers for the repetition!) This projector has many
things to commend it. The gate removes by the simple expedient of lifting a lever and
sliding it out (it is held there by simple runners) allowing for easy cleaning of the gate
and adequate cleaning of the general area in which it sits. I absolutely fell in love with
the mechanism that controls the rollers that hold the film against the sprockets. Unlike
most types that simply pull back and are held either with the fingers or by a spring,
the ones on the Ditmar pivot vertically to allow for threading and this mechanism is
controlled by pulling out and rotating individual levers. I spent far more time than is
either right or sane just playing with this!
At the rear of the projector there are two main features. Firstly there is a hinged
cover held in place with a finger screw. Once this is undone the cover lifts up to allow
the operator to get to the screws for adjusting the position of the mirror. Below this
is the mechanism to allow movement of the lamp dependent on the desired gauge.
The operator first undoes a retaining screw (once again designed for fingers alone)
and moves a protruding lever from side to side - left for 16mm, right for 9.5. The lens
carrier is spring mounted and is held in place by a knurled nut. Once released a little
the lens is pulled forward, rotated and slotted in place over the desired gate. This just
leaves the spool arms which, being of the ‘hole and pin’ type, can locate in multiple
positions. The spindles on these are very cleverly designed. There are two holes drilled
into the spindles and a reversible ‘sleeve’ which can be orientated for 9.5 or 16mm
spools. The sleeve is secured with small finger screws in the appropriate position.
The main control panel includes the on-off switch for the motor, a forward/reverse
switch (which any projectionist worth their salt will naturally wish to avoid as much
as possible), a rotating knob for speed control and another for the still frame feature.
There is also a threading pilot light housed in a small unit which pulls out, partially so
for on-off and completely for lamp replacement.
Before we go any further I must mention Gerald McKee’s indispensable book
“Classic Home Movie Projectors – 1922-1940”. If you collect narrow gauge projectors
I cannot recommend it, or indeed any of his other books, highly enough. In his page
on the Ditmar Duo (page 30) he states “It was claimed that changing gauges took
only 12 seconds”. Never one to resist a challenge I had a go at this and can confirm it
is total bunk- even going at full pelt the best I could manage was 29 seconds and that
was with having loosened the lens retaining nut first. It’s changing the sleeves on the
spindles that takes the time; everything else can easily be done in under 12 seconds! I
suppose it comes down to what you define as “changing gauges”.
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(My apologies for going off-topic a moment but between writing the last paragraph
and the next I have just had to explain to a young person the difference between a
stylus and a gramophone needle, don’t they learn ‘em nuffink at sckhool?)
It was time to run some film which unfortunately means it is also time to highlight
a couple of aspects of the Ditmar that I was a little less impressed with. Firstly the spool
arms, clever though they are, are quite short, meaning that the maximum size spool
that will fit is 400ft (although, as Gerald McKee points out, it would be simple enough
to fit extension arms). Then I found I had to spend about two minutes getting the film
to sit straight in the 16mm channel. This was because it was difficult to thread the film
against the claw with the 16mm channel being so far back and it was also difficult to
thread with the claw retracted because by the time I had removed one of my hands to
move the lever that draws the pressure plate forward the film would slip out of place
- slightly greater side ridges would have been an advantage. The other thing which is
simply a matter of contemporary need rather than any kind of design flaw is that the
Ditmar will only run 16mm silent film with dual perforations, perfectly adequate for
the 1930s but not so good today if you have a silent print with single perforations.
I ran some 16mm film first. The light output was quite adequate even allowing for
the lens Martyn had fitted to give a shorter throw. With a decent 110v lamp this must
have been a very impressive projector for its time. Then I ran some 9.5mm film; again
perfectly reasonable results. Just out of interest I tried some 9.5 film that was, to put
it mildly, not in the best condition and the Ditmar quite rightly spat it out. For some
reason I couldn’t get the still picture feature to work with 16mm but it worked fine
with 9.5mm and this would appear to simply be a quirk of this particular example. In
general the projector was super to use. Yes the arms are a bit small and yes I found the
16mm a bit difficult to lace but that’s probably more to do with me being ham-fisted
than any real design flaw and extension arms would be easy enough for any engineer
beyond the most basic novice. Just remember that it’s designed for dual - perf 16mm
and the Ditmar should give many happy hours of viewing even today, particularly if
the lamp is converted to halogen. It is well engineer, has two sprockets (top marks
for quality and kindness to film) and best of all those wonderful pivoted rollers that
I could play with for hours. Finally there is one feature that I haven’t mentioned yet
which really marks this projector out as superb - it’s so quiet!
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E Eumig P8
O

n a fairly frequent basis a visitor will come into the narrow gauge room of
our museum and say something like “My [pertinent relative, usually father]
had a film projector” and at this point I will usually ask what type. Since I
am often met with stony silence at this point my default course of action is to take
them over to the Eumig cabinet, point to the P8 and say “was it this one”? “Yes!” they
say with monotonous regularity and this will often be followed up by “wasn’t it a
superb projector”. In order not to start an argument I usually take that comment as a
statement rather than a question.
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In 2009 1 had my first encounter with a Eumig P8 and to say I was less than
impressed would be a massive understatement. I hated the lack of inching knob, hated
the fiddliness of the sprung film retainers and particularly hated the way the plastic
autolace mechanism had snapped off the example in question at sometime in the past.
It was also very fiddly to lace manually, particularly with the remains of the autolace
mechanism still in place. Once I’d got it going I was also rather less than astounded
by the light output. I subsequently learnt that the P8 was the first narrow gauge
projector to be fitted with a halogen lamp as standard, certainly I have found nothing
to contradict this assertion but this was certainly not the case with the early standard
P8s which were fitted with a 12v 100w tungsten lamp. Thankfully the projector was
not mine and I was delighted at the prospect of never having to use it again.
When the time came to choose a projector to review for ‘E’ I decided to give the
P8 a second chance, perhaps I had merely been unlucky. Also, three years had passed
and I am rather more competent with projectors now than I was then. To give the P8
the very best chance of winning me over I also elected to review two examples from
the bewildering array of variants.
Another reason the P8 was beginning to irritate me is that we are so frequently
offered them for donation. To be fair it is not entirely unreasonable to suppose that we
would be offered many examples of a projector that sold over one million units during
its lifetime. It becomes a little frustrating when you have practically a whole shelving
unit full and I would be so much happier if the projector on offer was, say, a Silma
Sonik 8 or a Dralowid of any type.
It was therefore no great difficulty to find a working standard P8 for this review.
At the other end of the scale is the rather elaborate P8 Phonomatic Novo. However,
despite the vast quantity of variants still available to me there was not one single
example of this particular type in the trust’s collection. Luckily Peter Allen, master
painter and restoration engineer, is something of a Eumig fan and has one in his
collection that he loaned to me on condition that I be prepared to find myself with less
vital organs than necessary if harm was to come to it.
I started with the regular P8 reasoning that if this didn’t impress me then perhaps
the top of the range model would. The regular P8 is fitted with the standard 12v
100w tungsten lamp mentioned above. The lens is a fixed focus Eumig Eupro 1:1.6,
F2.5. I inserted the plug then remembered the arms are stored inside the projector,
these are removed by undoing a screw in the top of the casing and lowering the back
cover, the arms are then folded out into place. When I tried to remove the back cover
I encountered resistance which stopped abruptly as the power cable came away from
the pins, since the electrics of the projector are exposed when the back cover is down
this is score one to Eumig on safety grounds. The reels are held in place by an unusual
three pronged spring that slots into the grooves in the centre of the reel, this was very
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novel and seemed to be adequately strong for the reel sizes in question but I would
have been happier with the more standard fold-over type holders.
Then I went to lace it up, this procedure is completely manual on the regular P8.1
usually favour manual lacing over autolace since the projectionist has greater control
of everything throughout the process. Nevertheless lacing the projector proved quite
awkward, the sprung retainers that hold the film onto the sprockets that I found so
objectionable when I first used a P8 were no less objectionable this time. The operator
has to push the spring back and lace the film at the same time, this is fair enough when
lacing something like a Cinemeccanica Victoria 8 but is no fun at all where 8mm is
concerned, perhaps my fingers are just too big. The gate opens with a pivoted leaver
(this particular one was nowhere near as entertaining as the ones on the Ditmar!)
I was also less than impressed with the rather limited loop sizes that one is forced
to make on the P8, acetate film grows brittle with age to a greater or lesser extent and
while too large a loop is equally undesirable, it is best to avoid sharply bending brittle
film.
Once I’d finally got the film laced I switched the motor on briefly to check the
correct positioning of the film in relation to the claw. I switched it off again very quickly
when I realised the take-up reel turns anticlockwise on the P8. Since the general rule
of thumb is that film travels clockwise (9.5mm silent film being the major exception)
and since that is how I laced the feed reel, the print took up on the diagonal, somewhat
less than perfect practice. This might also explain why so many 8mm films are often
found wound to run off anticlockwise, usually against the natural curl (which is also
not good for the film.)
Once I actually got the film laced and running correctly things were actually quite
straightforward, one aspect of the P8 I do like is the racking knob, a nice large knurled
affair that is stiff enough to ensure it will not slip of its own accord but loose enough
to be turned without undue effort. The lens is of the push-pull type which was less
than ideal but once the correct slot is found there is a surprising amount of latitude for
fine focus by rotating the lens. Speed is governed by a sliding resistance and I found
this needs to be set quite near the top for a natural speed. I also felt that the resistance
allowed for too low a speed at the other end, the lamp may only be 12v 100w but if
it had been running for some time I could quite envisage the film buckling from the
heat. The projector noise was no more or less than one would expect for a projector of
this size and type and the light output was also as one would expect for the lamp in
question.
However, there was one key feature of the P8 that I thought was really dumb. The
fan is controlled from the same switch as the lamp and they engage simultaneously
when the switch is operated. However, the fan does not continue to operate when the
lamp is turned off. Surely it is fundamental best practice that the fan continues to cool
the lamphouse after the film has been shown and the lamp switched off.
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The film is manually rewound on the regular P8 and while the gearing for this is
nothing special it is adequate. Unfortunately the position of the arm means that the
film has to be lifted to avoid rubbing against the edge of the projector casing, good
insofar as the operator should always check for damage in this way when rewinding
film but the potential results of not lifting the film away from the case are quite
unpalatable, not all operators are so well taught.
In short I found the P8 simplistic in operation once laced but limited in many
ways, some fundamentally so. However, it was time to move on to the P8 Phonomatic
Novo so Eumig had a second chance to impress me with its top of the range P8 variant.
The P8 is notorious for its many variants and it is generally assumed that later
products will improve over those that have gone before (even if the reality is not always
so). Therefore, I had every expectation that the P8 Phonomatic Novo would be a
superior product; this was, after all, the pinnacle of the P8 series. It is fitted with the
12v 100w halogen lamp which seems to have been de rigeur on all variants of the P8
save for the very early standard P8 models such as the one tested in this article. Indeed,
I have often heard it claimed that the Eumig P8 was the first narrow gauge projector
to use such a lamp as standard; if you know better please write in.
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I regret to inform you that I have not tested the provision for separate magnetic
sound at the rear of the projector but I did not have the right equipment to hand.
However, since the aim was to compare this variant with the standard P8 I hope this
omission can be forgiven. Anecdotal reports did not bode well for the sound aspects
anyway; problems with the angle of the tape path and the gradual wearing of a flat on
the speed control on examples that have seen a lot of use being known issues.
The arms of the P8 Phonomatic Novo fold down against the side of the body rather
than inside the casing as with the early models. Fold over retainers take the place of
the spring arrangement for keeping the reel attached. The lens is a Eumig EuproZoom 1:13, F 15-25. Focussing is still of the push-pull and rotate variety but this time
the lens is in two parts, the outer part pulling forward for zooming.
This variant has an autolace mechanism made primarily of metal, a far cry from
the easy-snap plastic affair experienced on my first encounter with a P8. Nevertheless,
I spent about five minutes trying to get this to work (though I will admit without the
aid of the instruction manual) and despite my best efforts was unable the thread the
film beyond even the first sprocket. Its operation is not obvious to me beyond the fact
that it is set in position by moving the gate lever forward. In the end I got so frustrated
that I took the whole panel off and laced the film manually. This is done in exactly the
same way as with the regular P8, although the Phonomatic Novo does have the slight
advantage of a useful but tiny inching knob at the rear of the projector.
The autolace cover proved practically impossible to refit once the film had been
laced so I left it off for the remainder of the tests. The racking knob and noise level
during operation were the same as with the regular P8. The resistance still needed to
be near the top end for adequate speed and the usual slight speed variance associated
with resistance-fed motors seemed very notable, although I am willing to concede that
my irritation with the projector at this point may have compromised my objectivity
in this regard.
There is an extra switch on this variant which allows the projector to run in reverse.
This can be operated while the motor is running which I have always been led to
believe is bad practice. The take-up still rotates anticlockwise contrary to the norm.
Rewind is motorised and is operated by moving the gate lever to a further position. It
is very fast, but the feed reel also rotates anticlockwise and there is no lever this time
to rewind manually. I tried putting the projector in reverse to see if this would make
the spool rotate clockwise but all this did was stop the spool from rotating at all. The
one improvement was that the rear arm sits higher than with the regular P8 so the film
does not rub against the casing. The fan was once again operated with the same switch
as the lamp and still didn’t continue to run once the lamp was switched off.
The picture itself was very good, the light output from the halogen lamp being, as
one would expect, something of a cut above its contemporaries. All in all though, I
found both variants of the P8 frustratingly flawed and a real chore to use.
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Just for my own satisfaction I laced up my Siemens 800 which I always refer to as
the little brother of the awe-inspiring Siemens 2000. Granted these are a little larger
than the P8 and there were clearly somewhat less than a million examples made, but
they are roughly contemporary with the Phonomatic Novo. The lamp is also 12v 100w
but is a dichroic halogen rather than a ‘peanut’. The light output actually seemed quite
similar but what a difference to operate; a nice open film path, tons of room for decent
sized loops, fixed and consistent speed and a take-up that rotates the right way.
I suppose I could just about recommend the P8 Phonomatic Novo to someone I
didn’t like very much. If they are content to adjust to its many foibles then I wish them
well of it. But to a friend I would recommend they hunt high and low for a Siemens
800 or one of the numerous comparably good 8mm projectors that followed the P8.
And this is the fundamental point really, yes the P8 was good for its time but so many
better projectors came along and many of these not much further in the future. I can
only credit its enduring popularity to nostalgia because I simply can’t fathom how it
can be down to the actual operation of the projector. Perhaps people just remember the
bright pictures and have forgotten their relatives turning the air blue as they struggle
away in the background.
As for the regular P8s they do have one superb use today; their transformers are
ideal for converting better projectors to halogen light.
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I

am aware that there are a number of members who believe narrow gauge projectors
have no real place within Rewind or with The Projected Picture Trust generally.
Indeed, it was concern over the vast quantity of cinema projectors ending their
days in skips that prompted the formation of the organisation. The trust has managed
to preserve some frighteningly rare projectors and the loss of any one of these would
represent a severe dent in the number of extant examples. However, this can also be
said of the Premier Pathescopé sitting in the narrow gauge room and I think I speak
for us all at PPT Bletchley Park when I say we would welcome a 17.5mm Rural Sonore
more than another Victoria 5. In any case, narrow gauge projectors are now a fact of
life for the PPT and I for one am delighted. No doubt this argument will one day be
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turned against me if I ever seriously launch my campaign to reduce the number of
slide projectors and still cameras in the trust’s collection, but there we are.
Having said all that, I had intended that this series of articles steer clear of ‘toy’
projectors. Delineation is not always clear but let’s just say that when I come to select
a projector for, say, ‘M’, a Meopta Optilux is going to be a more likely candidate than
a Meccano Minicinex (but oh for access to either!) However, selecting a projector for
‘F’ proved to be something of a problem. Jurgen Lossau’s inestimable tome on narrow
gauge projectors lists a mere ten manufacturers, several of which produced only one
machine, most of which are rare. In the end it came down to a choice between Fujica,
Fumeo and one other. I had recently had cause to use a Fumeo 9139 super 8 xenon
projector but I was singularly unimpressed and felt that, after savaging the Eumig P8,
a more positive review would probably be in order. The Fumeo does have great light
and sound but will only allow a ridiculously small bottom loop and although the
casing is built like a tank the controls are unbelievably flimsy and give the impression
that they might snap off if the operator sneezed too near them. Additionally, when it
came to selection time I was surprised to find that neither the PPT nor Martyn Stevens
had a Fujica projector of any description (although Maurice Brader has since kindly
donated a Fujicascope M3). There was, however, one projector that I was aching to
get my hands on and with the article looming I decided to delve into my depressingly
limited funds and treat myself to a new toy.
When I was very young it was rare that I would ever be seen without my Fisher
Price tape recorder in tow. Imagine my delight, therefore, when idly flicking through
Lossau’s book I noticed the existence of the Fisher Price Movie Viewer Theater. From
that moment I had to have one. Apart from the unit cost, there was the additional
problem that they had only been released in the USA, so I also had to contend with the
consequent postal costs. Nevertheless, a quick browse on eBay and some light teeth
gritting later and I was all set for the postman to become my new best friend.
The Fisher Price Movie Viewer Theater grew out of the Fisher Price Home Viewer,
a handheld toy similar in shape to a cine camera or ray gun (depending on the
imagination of the kid in question!) The operator loaded the cartridge containing the
film, looked into the viewfinder, turned the handle (which powered the light) and
watched the movie. The problem was that only one person could watch the movie
at a time so the idea behind the Movie Viewer Theater was that now several of the
child’s friends could watch at the same time. Unlike the self-powered Home Viewer,
the Movie Viewer Theater runs on 120v mains and this provides power, through a
transformer built into the plug, for the tiny little G.E.PR20 lamp (4.32w, 8.63v).
This tiny lamp is encased by a reflector of the sort of size one would expect to find
surrounding a standard dichroic halogen. A hinged flap with a single flat-head screw
provides easy access to the insides of the Movie Viewer Theatre; there are two sets
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of plastic clips set into this flap that allow for storage of two replacement lamps and
the instructions for changing the lamp are to be found on a sticker next to the lamp
holder. The only other items inside are two mirrors and a tiny amount of electronics
for the lamp (secluded behind the larger of the two mirrors).
One of the most ‘exciting’ things about the Movie Viewer Theater is that it allows
for projection onto a diffused screen of the type one would expect to find on those TV
style viewers like the Eumig RS2000 or, by a simple quarter turn of a gently incised
plastic wheel (which moves one of the mirrors out of the way), onto the wall or screen
of choice. There are only three other controls, the on-off switch, the focussing dial
(another plastic wheel) and a large red handle which the operator turns to advance
the film.
As I mentioned above, the films themselves come packed in rectangular yellow
cartridges that are loaded with Super 8 film. A surprisingly wide selection of titles was
available. On the plus side it did come with The Pink Panther which was the cartridge
I most wanted! The cartridges work in such a way that a continuous loop is formed
so there is no need for rewinding. I learnt while looking for information about the
cartridges that they were manufactured by a company called Spinnaker2. Incidentally,
I found opening the cartridge extremely difficult to do and would certainly not
welcome the challenge of making up and threading my own loop of film through it.
It was time to pull out my 110v transformer for one of its more unusual duties. The
cartridge slots into the front of the machine, there is no shutter or gate, light shines
onto the side of the cartridge which has its own ‘mini-mirror’ and reflects the light
into a chamber behind the film. The light then travels through the film, through a
condenser lens and on to the first mirror. It is then reflected onto the wall or onto the
second mirror and screen, depending on how the first mirror is set. On the front of
the cartridge is a circle of perforated plastic, the perforations engage with equivalent
teeth set into the back of the large main wheel which, when turned, advances the film.
A groove in the side of the cartridge ensures that it can only be inserted the correct
way round. Speed is, of course, dependent on how fast the operator turns the wheel.
So how does it look? Well, from such a tiny lamp the picture when projected onto
the diffused screen is pretty fantastic, eminently viewable even in a well lit room.
Wall projection is good up to a distance of about four feet before the inverse square
law rapidly begins to make itself felt, but this gives a picture of perfectly respectable
size. The film jumps occasionally though this seems very much dependent on how
roughly the film has been handled (my cartridge of Lonesome Ghosts is rock solid until
it reaches the end and loops around but they all jump there.) The films themselves are
specially printed to give relatively smooth action at a reduced frame rate. Scratching is
a bit of a problem but handling again seems to be a factor; I have run Lonesome Ghosts
a fair few times and it has a good picture that certainly doesn’t seem to have got any
worse since I’ve run it.
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The best thing about the whole process is that when the handle is turned it makes
a lovely loud clicking sound as it advances the film (a by-product of the sprung rollers
that keep the film tensioned as it goes past the ‘gate’). Large handles and clunky noises
have a lot to do with my fascination for old technology; when I run a Kalee 21 I’m
basically a four-year-old boy with a large toy. And, like the Kalee 21, what a fantastic,
fun toy the Fisher Price Movie Viewer Theater is; worth every penny!
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G GB L516
T

he only problem with people knowing you collect projectors is that, naturally
and with the best of intentions, they “keep an eye out for you”. As a result I
have been asked within the last week at the time of writing if I would like
a Bell & Howell 421 (no), a Bell & Howell 602 (no), and a Prinz Magnon (model
unknown, but the answer shouldn’t take much guesswork). It has got to the point
where I now have a wants list that I issue to all such helpful souls (top of which is
a Kalee NP3 – any offers?!) Many of the projectors on the list I will probably never
own, sadly. However, a few months ago I was offered a job lot of three examples of
the GB L516 and, despite their not being on my wants list, I took them as they were
being offered with the ever elusive speaker and with the suggestion that one example
in particular should only need a little TLC to restore to working order.
For those unfamiliar I should perhaps explain the importance of the speaker. The
GB L516 was first manufactured by Gaumont British Equipments Limited in 1939
and was a development of the GB L16 (itself a development of earlier models). The
GB L516 saw heavy use by the armed forces during World War 2 and as a result they
were notably prevalent post-war as army surplus. Sold in this manner at around half
the cost of the nearest new competitor, the GB L516 provided many individuals with
a reasonably affordable way into 16mm sound. However, in order to save weight in the
field, the amplifier chokes were built into the speaker. For some reason there seem to
be vast numbers of the projector surviving but few speakers.
It soon became evident that the seller, no doubt innocently, was over-optimistic
on the matter of restorability. Indeed, I should have known better, since a projector
that has sat in a garage untouched for over forty years, particularly one of this vintage,
is almost guaranteed to require a little more than mere cobweb removal. To be fair,
the motor side of things was quite straightforward and did indeed need little more
than a drop of oil. Getting light output was a somewhat greater problem and it took
much scratching of heads to work out why we were getting 240v mains to a socket
designed for an 110v lamp. In the end Dion Hanson kindly provided the solution, as
he explains:
“The other week I saw Mikael struggling with an old L516. The projector was
designed to run on either AC or DC, 110V or 240V. Consequently you had to wire
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various plugs and transformers or voltage dropping resistors to suit your electricity
supply. Get it wrong and you can end up with a live machine frame. Even when wired
correctly some sections of the chassis are live and the projector should not be handled
outside its case with the power connected.
“The diagram supplied with the machine shows the use of a resistance for 240V
AC/DC operation, those who remember the L516 know well that the resistance acts as
a mini electric fire as it is in series with the lamp, dumping the excess power as heat.
“Since Mikael wanted to use it only on 240v AC he decided to use an old transformer
from a later GB machine and get it rewired to look like the drawing supplied. After
several attempts I said I would have a look at it for him.
“The first thing I noticed was that, although the drawing says that it is an
autotransformer, the actual diagram showed it not to be. It appeared to be wired in
what the Americans call ‘bucking’. This uses a standard transformer but with one end
of the primary connected to the secondary. In the case of the L516 this common point
is live and not neutral as one would expect a common connection to be. The primary
has 240V connected across it and then the secondary is wired so the coil’s polarity is
orientated such that its induced voltage is subtracted from the primary voltage, in this
case 110V.
“In fact, my first attempt to connect it resulted in blowing the main fuse after
a few sparks flew from my multimeter probes. I’ve never seen Mikael move so fast,
apparently electricity frightens him. It is interesting that the GBL516 internal wiring
has red as earth, blue as live, and yellow as neutral. However, we did get it going and
it was surprising the quality of sound that is still achievable from this old machine.”
Once light output was obtained it was time for me to start
actually reviewing the projector. There is an inspection cover at
the bottom which is easily removed to allow the operator to get
at the bulk of the electronics. Should full access be needed the
projector is removed from its blimp with little difficulty.
An inspection hatch at the back of the projector (i.e. opposite
to the operating side) allows easy access to the three valves and
barretter required for the amplifier. Below this hatch is the
socket for the lamp supply that gave us so much trouble.
To the rear of the projector we have the transverter plug (I
still don’t really begin to understand what this is for but then
electronics are about as far from my forte as it’s possible to get).
Below this we have the main power socket which requires a
Bulgin plug; these can be remarkably annoying, both to insert
and remove, and I for one am delighted that they are no longer
in wide usage. To the right of these is the lamp switch, just about
the first ‘normal’ part of the projector so far. To the right of this
Bucking
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are two dials, one for tone, and one for volume. Higher up from this whole panel we
have the inching knob.
The operating side of the projector is accessed via a drop-down panel, on the inside
of which is a lacing diagram, an original feature which is unfortunately all too often
missing. The most notable feature of the operating side is the curved gate which has no
back pressure plate to hold the film. Instead the film is held by sprung metal runners
that provide side tension. Those familiar with the BTH SUPA will likely know of
the arguments surrounding the relevant merits and pitfalls of curved gates. There
is not room to outline these arguments in this article but I will say that the issues
surrounding picture focus on the BTH SUPA are not apparent on the size of picture
one can expect to obtain from the GB L516. Lacing the projector is actually quite
fiddly, most particularly (and, on frequent occasion, to the point of acute annoyance)
when it comes to getting the film to sit correctly in the gate. I can readily envisage
some poor cadet of the past experiencing mounting frustration while trying to lace the
projector rapidly in a room full of Matelots keen to watch a film. Much goading and
jeering would, I am sure, ensue.
The lamp used is 110v 500w (A1/46), a once common lamp that is now all too
rare, and in the L516 it is installed upside down to act as both projection and exciter
lamp. This lamp gives an absolutely fantastic light for a 16mm projector of the period,
outperforming any number of later projectors. To gain maximum light output, a twobladed shutter was standard, but a three-bladed one was included for silent film to
minimise flicker at the lower speed. This was mounted to the underside of the lid along
with, to quote the manual, “The special “C” spanner which is required when fitting a
shutter to the main shaft”. A simple toggle switch is used to change speed.
The earliest incarnation of the GB L516 was fitted with a stills mechanism.
Although one of the three examples I obtained is so equipped it was, of course, in the
worst condition of the three and beyond economic restoration. Gerald McKee informs
us that versions provided for the services were not provided with the mechanism,
which explains the hole where this would have been in the example used for this
review. Still later versions were not fitted with the mechanism at all, which would
explain its complete absence on my third example.
The spool arms are locked into place by means of a locating pin which triggers a
spring once the correct position is reached. Reels of up to 2000ft can be accommodated
easily. A separate knurled wheel at the back of the take-up arm allows for tension
adjustment.
A Dalmeyer lens, f2.0, 50mm, was fitted as standard. Focussing is achieved by the
rotation of a knurled wheel. Usually these are plain but a point that may be of minor
interest is that the letters “COI” have been etched into the focussing wheel of my
working example, suggesting that the projector may have been supplied by or, at one
point, belonged to the Central Office of Information. Two adjustable feet are found at
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the front of the projector and these allow for fast, effective tilting provided the retaining
screws have not worn with use and age to the point where grip is compromised; use
with caution lest the weight of the projector is too much for them!
An interesting feature of the GB L516 is the automatic trip lever which cuts out
the lamp and motor if the lower loop is lost, a most excellent feature that should
have found more widespread application on later projectors not fitted with a loop
restorer. The motor is engaged by the same type of flick switch as the lamp. The lamp
switch, as mentioned above, is in an entirely different place, at the rear, rather than
both switches being together as became standard practice. Operating noise is a little
loud by the standards of later equipment but very much as one would expect from a
projector of this type, size and vintage. This is mainly a function of a series-wound
motor with governors to control the speed. I was initially somewhat underwhelmed
by the amount of flicker present with the two bladed shutter (I have only tested the
projector with sound film so cannot comment on the three bladed shutter) but this
has now completely disappeared. Amazing what a bit of oil and usage will do for
mechanics that have lain dormant for about forty years! The projector now gives a
most satisfactory image, rock steady and, as already mentioned, well illuminated.
At this point in the first draft of this article all that was left to do was disagree
vehemently with my colleagues, slate the sound output as abominable and wrap it up.
However, in order to mitigate at least some of the multitudinous faux pas that would
otherwise arise as a result of my ineptitude in certain aspects of matters electronic, I
always submit my reviews to my good friend Martyn Stevens before publication for
some (usually) helpful critiquing. A vehement rejection of my findings was coupled
with an invitation to demonstrate the supposed shortcomings of the sound quality
and so it was that I ended up once again in the familiar surroundings of his garage.
I do not consider my experience, or lack thereof, in matters pertaining to projection
technology either total or necessarily always a hindrance insofar it can give a certain
objectivity. Received wisdom is always a dodgy thing. However, I am equally happy
to admit that there is generally no substitute for experience and that it is usually
to be preferred, my limited skills in mechanical and electronic restoration being a
continually frustrating case in point. There was, therefore, no way for me to know
that the muffled and muted output I was able to obtain even with the volume and
treble both a maximum was atypical. It had been suggested that I may obtain better
results by insulating the speaker with foam (subsequently done, thanks Dion) and
feeding the projector output through a preamp but, while I was confident that better
results would thus be obtainable, I was singularly unimpressed with the output as it
stood. Thankfully, the first thing that happened when I plugged the projector in with
Martyn was that it tripped the mains. The projector is most easy to remove from its
blimp (particularly when several of the screws are missing!) and the wire that had
become exposed as a result of perished insulation was quickly replaced. While this
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was being done Martyn noticed, as I already had, a number of wax capacitors in situ.
I had already considered that these may need eventual replacement but since there is
always the danger, particularly for those not all that capable in these things, that more
harm than good may result, and since the projector was functioning, I was reluctant
to do anything about them. However, Martyn was far less reluctant and a few days
later, after a trip to Maplin and a quick poke around on eBay, I was back in Martyn’s
garage with four brand new capacitors.
With one thing and another it took us a sizeable chunk of the day to fit these,
not least because two of them were most inaccessible without much dismantling of
various bits and pieces. It is a job that would have taken me days to do and would
have carried a high probability of failure without making copious notes but Martyn
is eminently more adept than I am and we were ready to test in good time. Glowing
valves rapidly lead to the expected hum and before long sound spewed forth in what
can only be termed ‘bucket loads’! Any collector who would trade his Eiki for the GB
L516 would surely be certifiable but, nevertheless, to say I was impressed would be an
understatement. Aspects of the projector could certainly have been less of a headache
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both to restore and to operate (I’m afraid I must mention that curved gate here again)
but I must say, and here I hope I prove the views of my critics are acknowledged (I’m
talking to you Martyn and Dion), the GB L516 is a truly remarkable achievement for
a projector of its vintage, versatile and capable of good sound and superb picture. I
am delighted to have it in my collection and when I think of the thousands of service
personnel who must have enjoyed a brief respite from the horrors of wartime reality
courtesy of these projectors, the sizeable dint the complete outfit makes in my available
storage space matters not and I grow ever fonder of it. Just remember to change the
wax capacitors first!
Photos by Peter Allen show the general view and lacing arrangement
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H Heurtier Super Panoralux
T

here are some brand names which just ooze quality, Rolls-Royce, Prada,
Rolex, Cartier, Lamborghini, and these companies don’t even make projectors!
Heurtier not only made projectors but did so par excellence (it’s true they made
a few film scratchers in the 1970s but then even David Bowie wrote Tin Machine and
if he’s not perfect nobody is). It doesn’t just end with engineering proficiency though, if
a vote were held for best looking projector my vote would, without hesitation, go to the
Heurtier Super Panoralux. If any single projector deserves a place in the Smithsonian
this is it.
Sadly my own collection is not yet graced with an example of such a wonder, and
nor is that of the PPT, so it was back to Martyn Stevens for this one. The example used
for this review has been modified somewhat, QI lighting, a more convenient audio
arrangement and a replacement motor (the original being of a condenser start type that
had been burnt out by a previous operator who left his finger pressing the motor switch
at the lowest position for too long), but was sufficiently close to the original to make
for a fair review. It will come as no surprise to learn that the projector is, in some ways,
fiendishly complex, designed as it is for such versatility. It has been necessary to gloss
over certain features in the interests of brevity and certain functions such as the input
equalisation dial and the mains selector have not been mentioned (except for just then).
Heurtier produced their first projector in 1939 and, over the course of the next forty
one years, produced a bewildering array of models (no less than forty seven are listed
in a certain reference book by Jurgen Lossau that I may have mentioned once or twice
before). The Super Panoralux, introduced in 1968, was a sort of de luxe version of the
already rather superb HSM Universal 60. The true master-stroke of these particular
models is that they provided, in one single projector, the ability to project standard
8mm, 9.5mm and 16mm with sound capability for all gauges (mag 8mm, mag/opt
9.5mm and 16mm). The machine comes in two main pieces—the projector itself and
the amplifier (6w as standard, although this particular example is fitted with the beefier
15w option), along with four book-type gates (one for each gauge and an additional gate
for 9.5 sound) and a selection of accessories which, in the case of Martyn’s particular
example, includes a complete set of magnetic and optical soundheads (only one mag
head was supplied as standard, additional heads cost extra!) The projector sits on top of
the amplifier and they are fastened together by metal clasps.
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Silent version above and sound version below
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To the rear of the amplifier are sockets for loudspeaker, monitor, headphones and
record input. At the front we have separate adjustments for treble and bass, a ‘mixer’
dial for adjusting the volume between two inputs (originally microphone and ‘gram’
although the latter could, of course, be substituted for any modern external sound
device) and a standard volume dial (which also acts as an on/off switch for the amplifier).
There is also a four stage switch to select external input, magnetic sound, optical sound
and a mysterious fourth position labelled enigmatically as ‘direct’ in the manual. There
are also other indicators related to sound recording and erasing.
Moving onto the projector itself the most intriguing aspect is surely how triple gauge
functionality is achieved. Certain parts, by necessity, have to be changed by hand,
but it is clear that much thought has gone into making this as simple as possible. The
relevant gate slots neatly into place, the optical soundheads attach and detach by simple
thumb screws and the magnetic soundheads slot into place once the optical soundhead
and film guide are removed (the magnetic soundheads incorporate their own guide as
well as a pressure plate to hold the film in contact with the heads). The optical sound
telescope incorporates an adjustable slit for optimal playback on each gauge. Perhaps the
most notable (and ingenious) feature of the whole projector must be the triple sprocket
turrets. The turrets are rotated so as to place the desired set of sprockets within the
lacing path of the film and can be set to default positions by a détente spring (although
in practice the hubs will function at any intermediate position if the threading allows).
The spring loaded guides around each sprocket are released simultaneously from a
central hub once the turrets have been set in place. The real magic of the projector lies
in the operation of the claw, this traverses a triple cam and the required position for each
gauge is set via a large dial at the front of the projector (just remember to remove the
gate first or there is a risk of breaking the claw).
Mesh gears provide for sound, silent and neutral positions, these are selected by
simultaneously turning the requisite dial and the inching knob. Tilt is adjusted via a
large wheel at the back of the projector and there is a locking screw at the front once
the desired tilt has been reached (presumably necessary owing to the weight of the
projector). Focus is achieved by rotation of the lens which can also be locked in place at
the appropriate position. Optical framing can be adjusted by rotating a knurled wheel
below the gate.
One of the many reasons I find this projector so remarkable is the attention to detail
that has been lavished upon it. Take, for example, the condenser lens; this is easily
accessible and has its own dedicated thumb screw to fix it in place and to allow for easy
cleaning. The reel spindles for the assorted gauges are works of art in themselves and
screw into place to fasten the reels most securely. The only part of the entire machine
that seemed at all slapdash was the lamphouse cover which simply sits in place but then
there’s a perfectly valid argument that this allows for the most rapid changing of the
lamp.
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As I’m sure you can well imagine, setting this great mechanical beast in motion
is something of a procedure. Once you have threaded the film around an assortment
of rollers, guides and other such thingamabobs one has to remember to set the pinch
roller above the sound drum to the open position. The motor is then switched on, the
flywheel is then spun using the knob provided and the pinch roller is then lowered.
Those unfamiliar with the projector will, at this point, most likely experience frustration
at having forgotten to set the sound selector to the correct setting, not having adjusted
the slit on the sound telescope or any number of other such fine adjustments that it pays
to check before starting up but I am assured that practice is the way to conquer such
frustrations, the challenges lying squarely with the operator and not with the design of
the machine. It is also advisable to attach slightly longer lengths of leader to your films
if projecting on the Heurtier, much wow will emit from your speakers, things take a
little while to settle down even with the twin sprung damping rollers before the lower
sprocket.
The machine itself is, unsurprisingly, rather noisy. I should mention here that Martyn
has modified his example to allow for the mounting of a prism in front of the lens. The
projector is primarily designed for 16mm sound, the original idea being to put a twist
in the film for 9.5 where the sound is on the opposite side. Martyn, finding himself
as horrified by this notion as I do, has provided a more elegant alternative. It hardly
needs saying that such precision in engineering pays high dividends both on screen and
through the speaker and a glowing, rock steady picture with superlative sound is the
natural result of such brilliance. The film is perhaps under slightly more tension than
average in such a complex film path but in practice this gave no difficulty and, in fact,
the machine seems eminently capable of showing films in less than perfect condition,
as evidenced by the way it handled without complaint the 9.5 sound film we used to
test it which is sadly afflicted, like so many 9.5 sound films, with splitting perforations
The whole machine is an elegant solution to the challenges of multi-gauge projection,
a clear progression from such earlier attempts as the Bolex DA and the Ditmar Duo
which, while in themselves far from inelegant, are nevertheless trumped by Heurtier.
Perhaps its closest neighbour is the Bolex G3 which provided a tri-gauge option a full
thirty five years before Heurtier but with no sound and a distinct absence of anything
as elegant as the triple sprocket turrets it is a little like comparing boiled potatoes with
smoked salmon in sauce béarnaise, they are both food but the similarity pretty much
ends there.
Having marvelled at the results for some time I was left with both a keen desire to
acquire one should funds and opportunity ever deign to meet and with the thought
that, in theory, if one were only concerned with running the main gauges, then it would
be quite possible to do so with a collection of only two projectors, a Heurtier Super
Panoralux and a Super 8 projector of the collector’s choice.
But where would be the fun in that?!
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I Imac 100
T

he limited number of manufacturers for ‘I’ has made projector selection again
somewhat restricted. It was with some reluctance, therefore, that I chose the
Imac 100. My preferred method of selecting a projector for these reviews is to
be presented with several options from which I then pick the one I think will prove
the most interesting (for various reasons) to both myself and to you. However, the
choice of the Imac 100 was largely born of necessity. To explain my reluctance I feel I
should first explain a little about why I collect projectors. On the face of it the hobby
is a daft one for someone in my position, an unwaged ex-student of limited means and
an even more limited technical competence. As I have mentioned in previous articles
my interest comes from a fascination with, and a passion for, vintage technology.
Film projectors are, as far as I am concerned, of the greatest interest to me since the
hobby fuses similar passions I share for photographic film, the movies themselves
and particular fascinations with both the tactile nature of the whole process and
the phenomenology of the moving image (these latter interests so much so that they
formed the basis for an entire dissertation!) The fact that I can’t (at present) afford such
things as an Edison Home Kinetoscope or a large selection of 9.5mm sound features
is a constant irritant but it doesn’t stop me from acquiring such items as I can. I think
many of you will know what I mean when I say I’ve got the bug.
A question every cine collector surely asks themselves at some point is what
particular area of the hobby do they intend to try and specialise in. Those with plenty
may have the luxury of answering “all of it” but to do the hobby on a budget requires a
little more consideration. Regular readers will have heard me mention Jurgen Lossau’s
book “Filmprojektoren” ad nauseum but an equally useful resource is Michael Rogge’s
extensive list of cine equipment (http://wichm.home.xs4all.nl/cinelist.html). Elsewhere
on his site he mentions this frequent necessity to specialise and he categorises these,
essentially, as personal nostalgia, cameras (as opposed to projectors), professional
equipment (for those with plenty of room!), gauge, manufacturer and place in the
historical development of the technology. The last three of these criteria form the basis
of my own collecting. While I collect the mainstream gauges my greatest interest is
in the ‘off’ gauges. When it comes to the projectors, manufacturer and place in the
historical development feature heavily in my collecting, as does rarity and projectors
with particular features of note.
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Having gone on for nearly 500 words with barely a mention of the Imac 100 I
suppose it’s time I got on with the business of reviewing it. The projector is quite
compact, similar in size to the Eumig P8. It is a silent projector (that is to say minus
amplifier and sound optics rather than inaudible in operation!) Designed to run Super8
film the Imac 100 was manufactured sometime in the 1970s by (you guessed it) Imac,
an Italian firm based in Milan. Starting at the bottom we have the tilt adjustment,
consisting of a screw with a large foot on the end which allows for a moderate if
unremarkable degree of tilt. The mains lead is built in and is a little short but we’ll
forgive it that seeing as how the only way to store the lead is to wrap it around the
handle.
Moving upwards we have two simple on/off switches for the lamp and the motor.
As one would hope these are wired so that the lamp will not light unless the motor is
running. The lens has no makers name but is identified as a “Zoom Super 8” (F=1:1.5,
20/32mm). Focussing is achieved by the push/pull-and-rotate method and the lens
incorporates a separate zoom attachment at the front which simply slides forward and
back.
The gate is quite ordinary and its travel is limited by the edge of the lens mount,
unfortunately it’s so limited that it does not really open far enough to allow for proper
cleaning. It may be that a piece of rag would fit in this gap but this is hardly an ideal
solution. Adequate cleaning of the picture area can be had by removing the lens and
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poking a brush down the ‘ole. Next to the gate is a bright red framing lever, one of the
few concessions to colour on this predominantly monochrome projector. Framing is
of the optical type.
The lamp is an 8v 50w halogen of the ‘diver’s helmet’ type most commonly found
in narrow gauge circles on the Bolex 18-5. Access to this requires unscrewing the front
plate of the projector, a simple enough exercise involving as it does a single flathead
screw. Behind the lamp is a nut which, once undone, allows for the back cover to be
removed. Refitting the front plate can be a bit challenging at first but I have found that
the knack is to line it up closely and the give it a good whack, everything then judders
into its correct position quite nicely.
The spool arms allow for a maximum capacity of 400ft and simply fold up and
down. The metal retainers are actually quite clever incorporating as they do fold down
ends with a groove that fits neatly into one of the channels emanating from the centre
of the spools and this holds them in place most securely. A metal carrying handle
adorns the top of the projector.
As will be seen from the relevant photograph the innards of the Imac 100 are
as simple as one could expect to find outside of true toy projectors. Of particular
note is the fan which is incorporated into the motor shaft, a common and elegant
arrangement. The fan particular to the Imac 100 isn’t actually all that powerful but
with the lamp in question it doesn’t have to be and it is perfectly adequate.
I found the lacing procedure on the Imac 100 quite unusual insofar as lacing on
narrow gauge projectors tends to be entirely manual or entirely automatic. In this case
the user feeds the film under a sprung roller, pulls the pressure plate of the gate forward
and pushes the film down through the gate until it is caught by the claw, the rest of
the procedure is then automatic and the film appears out of a small slot just below the
take-up arm. Removal of the front plate reveals that the film travels along a channel
built into the plate which intersects with a sprung guide to maintain tension and there
are also two static rollers. By now you will have gathered that this projector is devoid of
sprockets and it is also as good as devoid of film loops, tension is maintained entirely
through the two sprung mechanisms before and after the gate. I was amazed at how
well this arrangement worked in spite of its crudity but it is hard wired into my soul to
be suspicious of sprocketless projectors no matter how well they function in practice.
When operating, the noise from the projector is perhaps a fraction louder than one
would expect from such a small machine but it is certainly by no means loud. The
light output is also quite as may be expected from the lamp in question giving a most
reasonable picture 3ft from the screen and a quite adequate one at 5ft.
At the beginning of this article I mentioned that I approached the Imac 100 with
some trepidation. Indeed, while I always try and keep an open mind, I was convinced
that I would hate it. Sprocketless, silent and with a poorly designed gate it is a projector
completely devoid of flair, a plastic box with ‘stop and go’ switches, without even the
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most rudimentary rewind capabilities. You may recall one of my personal collecting
criteria for projectors is features of particular note. The Imac 100 has none, it is simply
“a projector” and it is for this reason that I tend to shy away from makes like Canon,
Chinon, Fuji and Bauer. I look at the Heurtier Super Panoralux, the Pathé Princess,
the Meopta am8 and, before anyone accuses me of expensive tastes (which I readily
admit to), the Tondo Junior, and I am completely taken in by their designs. If they
happen to be good projectors that are kind to film as well then so much the better,
but if not then I have a couple of plastic boxes that see regular use because they treat
film like a babe in arms. However, for some reason that I can’t quite put my finger
on, the Imac 100 has well and truly grown on me. Maybe it’s because of its very
simplicity. Maybe it’s because it’s one of the few projectors that responded positively
when I repaired a minor problem using a screwdriver and brute force. It is still just “a
projector” but perhaps there’s a tiny gap in my collection that I hadn’t noticed before,
a gap just about the size of an Imac 100.
Photos by Peter Allen
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J Jancolux
W

ith thanks to my good friend Bob of Midsomer Norton who provided the
inspiration for the style of this article which is meant with all the good
humour for which he is so renowned among his friends.
In the beginning (well, 1955) Janko (then of 10 Rue Mousset-Robert, Lutetia
Parisorum) created the Jancolux projector. And Janko did place an 8mm version and
a 9.5mm version upon the surface of the Earth. And the earliest of these were hand
turned. And Janko said “Let there be light” and there was light, specifically of 55v,
27.5w for the hand turned version, then of 110v, 100w and 200w for the motorised
versions. And Janko saw the light and said “That’ll do!” And Janko divided the sale
of the Jancolux between France and nowhere else with the result that it became a
rare thing and fifty eight years thereafter, it came to pass that the motorised 9.5mm
version with 100w lamp did cost a humble collector many coins of finest gold. And the
collector saw the Jancolux, that it was of utterly abysmal construction, surely created
not from a clot but by one. Nevertheless the collector didst check the wiring and with
slight trepidation did apply 110v. And there was light! But from the motor silence was
the only offering presented. And the collector did once again despair of his electrical
ineptness.
However, all was not yet lost, for the collector knew many great men. Amongst
these was Ray of Thelveton but the collector already had him working on another
project and did not wish to overburden him. And so he placed the projector in the
hands of two mighty wizards, Leonard of Cambria and John the Hopeful Baptist. And
they toiled and laboured for many days and many nights. The task was formidable
since the projector was constructed of pressed metal which was placed around the
motor and then riveted together.
Further investigation led the wizards to conclude that the original motor resistance
had departed to the great kingdom beyond and things did look truly bleak. But the
wizards were well versed in arcane mysteries and after casting many spells they caused
a magic box to appear and, after much adaptation was performed to the shockingly
poor wiring, life was restored unto the motor. And the collector gave thanks to the
wizards and sat down to renew his examinations. Yet still the projector fought as
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a thing possessed against operation and did demand in tribute the application of
multitudinous belts most precise in specification before consenting to function. The
projector had, at some point, clearly been stored in conditions dreadful and terrible
so that rust had caused the mechanical workings to become stiff and distorted and
the collector surmised that this might provide some explanation for its resistance
to function. In addition, the central shaft hath three separate actions. First to drive
an internal pulley (with its own small belt) which in turn doth driveth an external
pulley around which is placed the belt of taking up (which is, in itself, a strange and
convoluted arrangement). The central shaft doth also actuate the shutter and the cam
for the claw. As thou canst see, this puttest quite a demand on the central shaft and
therefore the slightest rust or distortion bringeth many woes which even the liberal
application of holy oil did not banish. Nevertheless, the collector did not abandon hope
and he did find belts that were just adequate to the tasks required. Indeed the collector
believeth that if a little more “oomph” were available from the motor things would
run much more smoothly. As it is the whole mechanism doth just about function at
sufficient speed to prevent flicker. Sometimes. The belt of taking up can be moved
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to the top arm to function as a belt of rewinding and, while this causes rotation of a
decent speed, the tension is quite slack and the operator cannot really apply much by
way of hand braking, more power would also helpeth here.
The collector was finally able properly to examine the projector. On the operator’s
side dwell the original switch of lighting (which did also initiate the motor) and knob
of resistance although these are, of course, now merely for show, since all three of these
functions are now operated separately via the magic box created by the wizards and
configured such that the lamp will not light unless the motor is running, such is the
wisdom of the wizards. The actual lamp fitted is 125v 100w which may account for it
not shining like the sun and the moon. However, based on the collectors knowledge
of 110v 100w lamps the output is always rather more moon than sun in any case. The
lens of projecting is threaded and the thread is quite short, allowing for only a limited
range of focussing (approximately 1.3 to 3 spans from projector to screen). In practice
this is fairly acceptable since a larger distance than 3 spans would giveth an image of
most limited brilliance; small wonder that Janko did bring forth a 200w model. In any
case one would ideally view films on the Jancolux in only the darkest of dwellings. The
arms of feeding and taking up have two indentations at their source, a sprung metal
stud drops into these to hold the arms either open for projecting or closed up against
the body of the projector.
And Lo! It came to pass that with its magic box, its new belts and its anointment
with holy oil that it was time to attempt projection of a reel of film. Yet even this proved
a challenge. The spindles of spooling are constructed in a most unusual manner, cut as
they are at a quarter section of the diameter and bent up so as to provide a rudimentary
spring which clipeth into one of the outer holes of the spool. while in practice this doth
serve to hold the film most securely, the diameter of the entire spindle is somewhat
large. The collector had learnt in past times that not all 9.5mm spools are created equal
and he hath had to prise more than one reel off a Pathé Super Vox before this day. So
it proved here that only certain spools hath a centre large enough to fit the spindle.
Nevertheless, the collector found an ‘M’ reel (of 266.6 spans capacity) which suited
and he placed the film through the path of lacing.
Let a projector without sprockets be the recipient of the first stone (and indeed
every stone) cast. The Jancolux instead has sprung rollers which provide braking unto
the film. The pressure plate which holdeth the film in the gate is sprung and has to be
held forward when threading. There is a lever next to the gate and this doth move a
plate up and down to allow for framing. To its credit the film ranneth quite smoothly
and perhaps the finest point of the Jancolux is the claw which seems really quite kind.
However, the collector surmises that this is at least partly down to the weakness with
which it engageth the film, perhaps a case of cheap production inadvertently working
in the projector’s favour and the collector cannot foresee that much claw damage
would result even in times of great catastrophe.
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Having seen so many examples the collector doth sometimes wonder whether some
heathen fool had, in times past, decreed that projectors be stored in damp conditions
that they might rust solid. This particular Jancolux had surely seen some dark times
and the collector is happy to concede that this hath hardly been helpful. Nevertheless,
he is quite sure that he would regardeth even the most pristine example with more than
a little disdain. In fact, so repulsive did the collector find the Jancolux that he would
go so far as to posit that perhaps it is truly Satan’s very own projector for it is surely the
most abominable projector he hath ever used and he lamented the misfortune that the
great wizards had to dedicate time from their lives to the betterment of so unworthy a
thing as the Jancolux. The collector grants that it was clearly produced to retail for the
fewest pieces of silver possible and there hath indeed been some innovative economies
made but he cannot fathom that certain basic features couldn’t have been graced with
better design (even something as simple as a longer thread on the lens to allow for
a greater range of focussing). And look ye not upon the Jancolux, nor covet one for
thyself, for it is surely one of the ugliest artefacts in all creation.
And once the collector had finished his perlustration of the Jancolux he mused on
it and, although his nature forbade him to cast it to the flames, he took it upon himself
to rechristen the abomination. And he said “Hereafter, let this projector be known
only as the Junkolux”.
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K Kodascope B
F

ew things are ever immediate when collecting film projectors and I seem to have
a constant stream of middle-to-long-term projects. The delay can be most taxing
but completing such projects always brings an extra special thrill. Way back in
the dim and distant past (October 2012) I had the pleasure of purchasing fifty two
reels or so of 17.5mm film. Not wishing to take risks with the infamous Pathé Home
Talkie, perhaps my longest on-going project at present is to re-convert a Pathé Rural
Sonore back to 17.5 (the original having been, as most were, converted to 16mm at the
behest of the Nazis). Being a man of limited means I intend to work component-bycomponent and I am, at the time of writing, having a set of 17.5 sprockets made by a
local engineering firm. This project will likely not see completion for some time but it
will be a colossal thrill when it does!
I mention all this because I am delighted to report that a former long term project
has finally reached completion. You see, I had this crazy dream of being able to project
Kodacolor film. This began with the purchase of a Kodacolor filter kit designed for
the Kodascope B, which I acquired sometime around 2009. This kit sat in a drawer
waiting patiently for me to acquire either some Kodacolor film or a Kodascope B.
Then, some years later, I happened to find a reel of Kodacolor film (actually two
smaller reels combined which, sadly, amounts to a mere 100ft total length). The hunt
was on for a Kodascope B and eventually the opportunity to acquire one presented
itself. The waiting game continued until I found an electrically minded friend that I
didn’t already have working on a job for me (eternal thanks Ray Gipson) and after a
short while, following the purchase of some sturdy cable sheathing, the projector was
returned to me in condition suitable for the application of 110 volts.
The only problem was that the original lamp was still in place. For reasons that
I promise to make clear shortly, I was keen to shove just as much light through this
projector as was reasonably practicable. Not wishing to overload Ray with work, I then
had to wait a short while to enlist some assistance with the lamp conversion (eternal
thanks Martyn Stevens). After some deliberation we decided to go for the EMM 24v
250w dichroic halogen (because it takes up slightly less room than a standard dichroic)
and this necessitated the acquisition of a suitable transformer (eternal thanks Dion
Hanson). while the lamp conversion was being worked on, I commissioned yet another
one of my friends (I know the best people) to make a suitable box for the transformer
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with a built-in on-off switch so the lamp could be operated independently of the motor
(eternal thanks Peter Tipping). Finally all these disparate strands coalesced and it was
with great excitement (and some slight trepidation) that I laced up the film and set
everything in motion. All my friends had done their respective tasks to perfection and
the resulting images dripped onto the screen in the most gorgeous bursts of colour. I
like long term projects, particularly when they’re finished.
Now, I did promise to explain my quest for much light which means I must explain
Kodacolor. This was an additive lenticular colour system based on a process invented
by Rudolph Berthon and adapted by Anthon Keller-Dorian for Kodak (though the
precise optics used by Kodak appear to be the invention of Charles W. Frederick if
patent US1685600 (A) is anything to go by). I first learnt of this process in 2008 and
since then have spent more time than is probably healthy trying to wrap my head
around precisely how it works. Put simply a tri-banded colour filter was placed in
front of the camera lens. The film itself was a black and white panchromatic stock
that was embossed with tri-faceted lenticules throughout the film base at a rate of
twenty two per millimetre. These reacted proportionately to the colour properties of
the rays of light that fell upon them through the filter and in this way a colour record
was physically encoded into the film itself. A corresponding filter was then placed in
front of the projection lens and a true three colour image was thereby reproduced.
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However, there were two major disadvantages. Kodacolor was a reversal process and
it proved extremely difficult to make duplicates. The other problem was that, owing
to the necessary density of the respective filters, the process required a good deal of
light at all stages. This limited the types of subject that could be suitably filmed (even
the ‘super sensitive’ Kodacolor stock that came out later had limitations) and with the
original lamp the effective size of the projected picture was... not good. Even with the
halogen a good image is obtainable (in total darkness of course) at a mere 4 feet from
lens to screen, a moderate image at around 7ft and a wholly inadequate one much
beyond that.
Now for the projector itself. The Kodascope B was manufactured in three subtly
different incarnations between 1928 (oddly after the Kodascope C which was first
marketed in 1926) and 1932. I’d better start by mentioning the feature that every
reviewer mentions when it comes to this projector, it has an autolace system. When
new the Kodascope B retailed at £89 10s, the equivalent of around £4800 in 2014,
and it was promoted as a projector of the utmost refinement and quality. The autolace
mechanism was clearly a key aspect of this image. Such a shame then that, in practice,
it simply doesn’t work. I tried three different reels and cut the heads of the leaders in
every way I could think of (including perfectly square as advised in the manual) and
the film simply would not progress beyond the gate. Kudos to Kodak for getting there
around thirty years before everyone else though, clearly it could be made to work under
precisely the right conditions and what it lacks in simplicity it certainly makes up for
in looks. Thankfully it is relatively straightforward to lace the film manually. There is
one sprocket with film retainers/guides top and bottom held in place by finger screws.
These guides can both be held back during lacing, the lower guide clips into a hole
in the body of the projector, the upper can be latched over the top of the body of the
projector itself. There is a lever next to the gate to engage and disengage the autolace
mechanism. When disengaged, the metal channels of the autolace mechanism move
away so the film can be laced manually through the rest of the film path. Getting the
film to sit in the gate properly takes a bit of practice, the pressure plate has to be held
out of the way with one finger and it helps to lace against the claw (i.e. with the claw
protruding). In the case of the Kodascope B the claw has a single pin which seems to
me something of a design flaw. The claw is on the ‘soundtrack’ side but as the sprocket
is double-toothed running single perf prints would be impossible in any case. At least
the sprocket provides some small security of film transport but there really is no excuse
not to have a double claw at least. The film is then fed under the sprocket and out to
the take up reel. The Kodascope B cannot accommodate reels of more than 400ft
capacity.
One superb feature of the Kodascope B is that the claw mech is very easy to
access, located as it is behind the name plate which is held in place with a single finger
screw; once this is undone the plate simply lifts out of place. Focussing is achieved by
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rotation of a lever which moves the lens along a channel. A knurled screw is rotated
to adjust the (non-optical) framing. There are two switches, one of which starts the
projector (and originally the lamp) and one which rotates over two positions to toggle
between forward and reverse. Naturally one should not do this when the projector is
in motion but the reverse function is a necessary feature on the Kodascope B since it
is an integral part of the projector’s rewind process (not that I’d advise trusting films
of any value to it). At the back of the projector is an ammeter which indicated the
current to the lamp (the original being 50v 200w – those mathematically inclined will
know that 4 is the magic number). A moderate amount of tilt is available by means of
a sprung foot assembly operated via the tilt lever at the front of the projector. Further
adjustment may be made by partially unscrewing the foot itself. At the rear of the
projector is a single knob which governs the speed/resistance. Correct practice is to
start the projector with this at the lowermost position and move it upwards until the
desired speed is reached. The knob then screws in to lock the lever in position.
Running film on the Kodascope B is a rather terrifying process, particularly where
Kodacolor film is concerned. The image of the single claw is never far from one’s mind
and, while it is reasonably kind to film in perfect condition, it is quite intolerant of
anything but the most trifling imperfections (doubtless owing to the single claw).
The Kodascope B also sounds uncannily like a vacuum cleaner when running, not
the most comforting of sounds to emanate from a projector. Then there’s the dread
of checking the film through afterwards (on manual rewinds of course) to make sure
the Kodascope hasn’t done any damage to the irreplaceable Kodacolor film. I am now
reasonably confident in my ability to operate the projector to the point where the risk
of damage is minimised but there are three projectors in my collection that I always
take just that little extra bit of care to ensure everything is absolutely perfect before I
start them up, the Pathé Super Vox, the Victor Safety Cinema and the Kodascope B.
Kits for the Kodacolor system were only produced for a limited number of projectors
(Kodascopes A, B, E, K-50 & K-75, Bell & Howell Filmo 57 and the Ampro Precision
and the later version of the Zeiss Ikon Kinox 5480). The filter kit for the Kodascope B
is by far the most common so I was able to acquire one without too much difficulty.
The challenge is to find one with the filter itself in good condition since the heat from
the original lamps and the passage of time have done little to aid their longevity and it
is not uncommon to find them with bubbles in the gelatine. I do have another filter for
the Kodascope K models and hope to try this out one day but the filters for the other
projectors are somewhat harder to come by. I do hope to examine examples of the
‘Kodacolor projectors’ other than the Kodascopes A and B (with which I am familiar)
at some point in the future with a view to establishing which is the kindest and least
terrifying to trust the film to. I have also made some rudimentary experiments to
create my own filter in an effort to adapt the process for an Eiki but have met with
little success, probably because the precision of the optics is so critical to the process.
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I was surprised to learn recently that
the lenticular process was later used to
make colour 35mm film recordings from
television in America in the 1950s but, so
far as amateur use is concerned, Kodacolor
was phased out with the introduction of
Kodachrome in 1935. Kodachrome was
a subtractive colour system; no filters,
no lenticules, no light issues. Not half as
much fun though!

Photos from top: filter pouch front, filter
pouch rear, Kodacolor filter, lens for
Kodacolor
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L La Belle AVT Courier
L

has proven to be a big pain in the neck. It started with the exciting discovery
that the PPT has in its collection an L-W 224A. Initial tests were positive, the
machine powered up well enough but the sprockets would not budge at all.
Now, the L-W 224A is actually quite a complex machine and there seem to have been
several variants produced. This would explain why the service manual I managed to
obtain was too far at variance with the PPT’s example to be of any real use. Further
examination also revealed certain features that look a little… homebrew. In any event
the machine had been ‘got at’ at some point in the past and there was insufficient
time to make the necessary repairs. This left me with a problem, while there are lots
of ‘L’ manufacturers (Leitz, Leisegang, Ligonie, Lytax and a good many others) their
machines are almost invariably rare. After the Junkolux I was also rather keen to avoid
another ‘poor’ projector so my options were limited still further. A look on eBay did
turn up a Lafayette Analyzer but purchasing it was not an option at the time.
It’s high time I took the opportunity in one of my articles to mention my website
(www.chateaunerd.moonfruit.com) wherein can be seen photographs of (nearly!) all
the projectors in my collection as well as a few other useful odds and ends. In the
latter category is my projector “want list”. Regular readers will already be familiar with
my strong appreciation for Jurgen Lossau’s book “Filmprojektoren” and in its mighty
index I found reference to, and a photograph of, a La Belle AVT Courier (hereafter
referred to as “the Courier”). This is a “suitcase projector” of the type that would have
been used by salesmen for business presentations and suchlike and, for reasons obscure
even to myself, I have always wanted one of these and, in the similar vein, a Fairchild
Seventy-07. Such a machine cropped up on American eBay and even though it was the
black leatherette version rather than the brown that I particularly coveted I decided to
make the purchase.
I should mention here that, while Lossau’s book is pretty superb and, as such, I
very rarely have cause for complaint, it is neither comprehensive nor 100% accurate. I
should also note here that, while I try to stay a couple of articles or so ahead, various
difficulties meant this article was started approximately three weeks before its due
date! Therefore, with time pressing, the Courier had to become ‘it’ as there is now
insufficient time to obtain an alternative. Lossau lists the projector as taking 16mm
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and it was under this expectation that I was so keen to acquire it. You see, I did have
a minimal foreknowledge of the projector, I had seen a video of a working example
but with the cover in place so all that could be seen was the image on the screen (and
it turns out it doesn’t ‘project’ in our usual sense, only onto its own screen (like a
Steenbeck), a disappointment since even Fisher Price managed to do both with their
toy machine!) What particularly fascinated me was to learn that the machine took
cartridges. The example film I had seen on Youtube was also puzzling since it consisted
of a succession of still frames with audio and without examination I couldn’t work
out if these were both contained within the cartridge (and if so how this worked) or
whether they were separate elements, in which case the intrigue was how they were
synchronised and the ‘novel’ idea of 16mm as the basis for a filmstrip – was the single
image printed over one frame (as I suspected) or numerous.
Therefore, it was with some degree of anticipation that I unpackaged the machine
on arrival. Once I’d worked out how the top slides off (a couple of fairly simple catches
that shouldn’t have held me perplexed for as long as they did) many questions were
answered. The soundtrack and picture are indeed separate elements. The sound is
recorded on a length of standard ¼” audio tape, so arranged in the cartridge as to
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form a continuous loop. I was, however, somewhat dismayed to find that the filmstrip
(single frames, presumably advanced via sync pulses from the tape) was not on 16mm
film but on 35mm.
Fortunately the machine survived its journey across the pond unscathed and on
applying 110v it powered up with no problems. This brings us onto the first weak
point of the Courier, the power cable. This wraps around a drum in the manner one
would associate with a vacuum cleaner (and has the same kind of ‘pull and lock’
system only here it is rather less reliable, it does grip but usually after several goes).
The other problem is that the cable insulation is very brittle and being wound up for
decades has not helped matters. After a small amount of insulation tape it was patched
up well enough for testing purposes but it will need to be replaced in the long run.
On the plus side the plug does slide neatly into the underside of the case which is most
handy for storage. Since this is a somewhat rare machine I only have one film (on
Eastman stock alas) and sound cartridge (promoting ‘Sharp’, a kind of semi-automatic
hospital records keeping system – and thoroughly exciting it ain’t!)
Operating instructions for the Courier are printed on a single sheet attached to
the back of the case. These are fairly well written and detail set-up, operation and
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maintenance of the Courier. The film and cartridge came pre-loaded (even if they were
out of sync on arrival) which was good for testing purposes, particularly since I was
unable to find the time to attempt a set-up from scratch.
When it comes to actually operating the machine, the Courier really couldn’t be
much easier. The film is left on the blank frame and the tape towards the end of its
run. When powered up the tape loops round and the machine synchronises… to a
point. I found that the film has the occasional tendency to only advance half a frame
or so, this is particularly dicey when multiple images are run in rapid succession.
The practical way around this is to run the machine with the cover off (which
unfortunately compromises sound quality a little but since this is hardly stellar to
begin with, having as it does a noticeable hum, it is no great loss). In this way one
can ‘prod’ the film the extra couple of perforations forward as required. I would be
most interested to know whether these machines always did this or whether it is
simply the results of entropy. In any case, when it works it actually works quite well.
There are only four operating controls on the courier. The first is volume, the second
on/off. The third is ‘film advance’ and this is used to compensate for loss of sync.
Although this control shows arrows pointing in both directions the film appears to
only advance forward, meaning the one has to cycle for the whole film before being
able to re-establish sync (assuming the operator can work out what frame should
be on screen at a given point. I have found that one picks up on certain key frames
and then uses these to establish sync by cycling through the film until one of these
matches with the commentary. I imagine that as one becomes familiar with the film
one could get this down to an art, regardless of whether the control is supposed to be
bi-directional or not).
The fourth control can be held either to the left or right by the operator, one
position prevents the film from advancing until the knob is released, the other
direction both holds the frame and stops the tape allowing the original salesmen to
offer commentary if desired/required.
The lamp is somewhat unusual and appears to operate at 10.8v (marked on the
lamp) 33w (according to the baseplate). The light shines through two condenser
lenses, through the film, onto a mirror and then across three mirrors and onto the
(plastic) screen. Although this is some considerable way from Xenon lamp territory the
results are acceptable enough for a system of the type, particularly when the screen is
placed just above head height. Unfortunately the screen on my example suffers from
some type of mottling effect, presumably age related, and this does compromise the
image quality somewhat. while a replacement would be simple enough to fabricate,
removing the original would be quite a task since the guides that hold it in place are
riveted together. One feature I do like is a bracket alongside the projection path into
which can be fixed a spare lamp, most useful (particularly since mine came with a
spare lamp in place).
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Theoretically I suppose one could produce one’s own slide show, record an audio
commentary (with the necessary pulses) to ¼” tape, take the cartridge apart, thread
the tape around the loop system, reseal the cartridge and install the film loop. I hope
you will forgive me for not having done such a fiendishly complicated thing though; it
is most certainly not something the Courier is designed for. This does then rather limit
the available films for the Courier but I will (of course) be keeping my eyes peeled for
further examples. I might even get around to purchasing the version covered in brown
leatherette one day.
So there we are, a review of a machine that isn’t narrow gauge nor, in our usual
terms, either motion picture or projector. My apologies for this, I will endeavour to
do better in the future but I was let down this time by limited options and “bad
intel”. The Courier does, of course, have some quite substantial limitations but for a
machine of the type I am really quite impressed and would be even more so if the film
successfully advanced 100% of the time.
To finish, it may be of some interest to learn that LaBelle Industries (based
historically in Oconomowoc, Wisconsin) made one other projector in a similar vein,
the “Kasette 16mm”, another intriguing machine (now on my wants list!) that I would
assume, given its name, does actually use 16mm. If I ever get hold of one I will send
a letter to the editor.
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M Microtecnica Micron 520
P

uccini, electroplating, the dynamo, the electric motor, the battery, the petrol
engine and my maternal grandma; these things are all Italian in origin (and
utterly fabulous, particularly my grandma!). On the other hand, we have the
Lumière Brothers, Louis Le Prince, Pathé, Kodak, Edison, R.W. Paul; while they may
still be fabulous, it seems that most of the pioneering figures and companies in early
cine are, sadly, not Italian. But Italy can lay claim to the camera dolly, the previously
mentioned electric motor and the thoroughly impressive Catozzo tape splicer, and
Italian manufacturers of cine equipment were hardly slow off the mark. While
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abominations such as the truly awful Gioca Royal Sound 50/N let the side down a
little, they are surely the exception that proves the rule. In any case it is unsurprising
that the country that gave us Prada, Guccini, Ferrari, Lamborghini (and my grandma)
also gave us Cirse, Microtecnica and, perhaps most prominently, Cinemeccanica.
Microtecnica was founded in 1929 and is an engineering company that seems
to have manufactured most things over the years. Recently they became noted for
the quality of their aerospace/aviation technology, so much so that the company was
bought by the Goodrich Corporation in 2011 for $330,000. The company began
manufacturing film projectors c. 1955 and seems to have made its last one c. 1970,
during which time projectors were produced for 8/Super 8/9.5/16 and 35mm film.
Bolex historian Andrew Alden might indeed also be onto something regarding
their likely involvement with the Bolex 421 and 521. So renowned for quality were
Microtecnica that André Ligonie used a later model as the basis for the notoriously
fabulous (and difficult to obtain!) OSM 950 9.5mm sound projector.
The Micron 520 16mm projector was comparatively early in Microtecnica’s line, c.
1956, but as we shall see quality was the watchword even at this point. The projector can
hardly be called compact, the main unit is about as large as an oversize briefcase and
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the separate speaker is about the same again. Had I known quite how much renovation
would be needed to get it running I may have chosen an alternative projector (and this
review nearly became about the decade-later Microtecnica XXV if not for the fact that
the only example available was in even worse condition). Somewhere along the line
the spool arms for the Micron 520 had been misplaced so this complicated the review
even further. Nevertheless, we persevered and the Micron 520 was coaxed into life
(thanks Len!)
Microtecnica instantly win over a good many rivals by giving the cumbersome
projector an ergonomic and very solid plastic handle. The left panel consists of three
dials (volume and separate treble/bass tone controls), a microphone input socket, an
on/off switch for the amplifier and a light to show when this is switched on.
The lamphouse is very fine and the cover pulls forward to allow for easy access.
The lens is branded Microtecnica, a “Hyprop” – f=50mm 1:1.2, quite fast for the time.
The huge lacing diagram speaks for itself. Next to this is the framing lever (optical)
which worked very well indeed after much oiling. The machine has two sprockets and
quite a number of rollers, each seemingly designed to be as kind to the film as possible.
There are also tension rollers before and after the soundhead. Also very prominent on
this projector is the housing for the claw mechanism. Two oiling points on top satisfy
most needs and access is easy if greater maintenance or cleaning of the condenser lens
is required.
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Perhaps my favourite part of the whole machine is the quad claw. My first experience
of these was pretty dire, a defective Bauer T8, but one hears such good things about
them that, in principal, I had every confidence. This projector did not disappoint and
the image was absolutely rock steady. The lack of spool arms was irritating but one
good length of scrap film and a bin liner later and suddenly those pioneers running
little lengths of film into a canvas bag didn’t seem quite so far away! The lens and
pressure plate are built into a hinged unit, held in place by a spring, and swung out
of the way via a (superb) release lever to allow for threading. This all worked very well
indeed – after much oiling! The main operating controls (see photo) are a joy to use
with the main drive and lamp switches being particularly fine.
This just leaves the exciter lamp. Film sound was the one aspect of the projector
we simply could not get to work in the time available. Our best theory to date is that
the voltage reaching the exciter lamp (1.5v) is inadequate but we had no more time
and no service manual. I must thank all who tried so hard to get it going and I must
particularly thank Alex Cooper, who not only found a replacement photocell to try
(no mean feat considering how unusual this one is) but bravely allowed me to plug his
iPod into the projector’s amplifier rather than make me fetch mine from my car! This
produced one of the richest sounds I have ever heard from a ‘regular’ narrow gauge
projector speaker, the amplifier is magnificent and I can only imagine how good things
would sound assuming the optics are of the same standard the projector is as a whole.
In fact, we can quite reasonably conclude that the problems encountered during
this review – stiff focus, broken elevation mechanism, flimsy speaker cable and faulty
sound optics – are quite minor and, in most if not all cases, subsequent to manufacture.
One can only marvel, therefore, at how fabulous the Micron 520 must surely be in top
condition and we are left with a projector of a very rare class which is, as Mary Poppins
claims to be, “Practically perfect in every way”. Viva Italia (and my grandma!)
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N Noris Kadette (9.5mm)
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T

his will have to be a short one I’m afraid folks, no time and to be quite honest
a projector that doesn’t warrant very many column inches (it’s standing in
for another machine that I was not able to get sorted in time). In 1934 Noris
Projektion GmbH introduced the Noris 16, designed to utilise Ozaphan 16mm film.
Information on Ozaphan is readily available elsewhere and it is a topic I hope to study/
write about more extensively one day but in a nutshell it is a rather thin and delicate
acetate stock, not entirely unlike cellophane. Four years later the Noris Kadette was
introduced in 16mm and 9.5mm versions. Essentially the Kadette was a Noris 16 with
a motor and indeed the general shape of the Noris 16 was to endure in the company’s
projectors right through to the mid-1950s. Ozaphan never made it to 9.5mm and for
that reason I do think this projector is of some small interest, both variants of the
Kadette share the same heritage and are extremely similar in themselves, certainly
enough to conclude that this is the closest thing we’re ever likely to get to an Ozaphan
9.5mm projector. So this should be one delicate projector in theory!
On that point the gate of the Kadette is an obvious place to start. Aesthetically it
is quite dreadful but it does prove extremely kind in practice, holding the film just so,
perhaps even compensating a little for the single claw. Someone with exquisite taste
also had the bright idea of adding a couple of sprockets (see Pathé, it can be done on
the cheaper end of the scale!) The lens is unmarked, as is the lamp, but both provide a
decent image and the lens is easy to focus. There is even a framing lever (hey Pathé…)
In fact, if the motor had a bit more beef it would be really quite a nice projector to use,
the handle should be entirely absent/redundant but it sure helps to get things going.
How ironic then that the motor was the main development from the original but just
in case it all goes awry
and slows to an
absolute crawl the
Kadette’s predecessor
triumphs again – the
safety shutter’s been
kept too!
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O Oh dear
Editor’s note
Due to personal commitments Mikael informs me he won’t be able to continue
his series on narrow gauge machines but has given us a view on how he had hoped
it would be. My special thanks to Mikael for his humorous and at times irreverent
reviews being “all in the best possible taste”.

C

ertain letters were always going to prove a little more challenging than others
and although two obvious candidates presented themselves (the Olympus
Autoscope and several flavours of Oehmichen projector) I have been unable to
secure a suitable example owing to rarity and cost. Perhaps this is a blessing in disguise.
While writing these articles has been great fun they require both time and financing.
Cine has had to take something of a back seat in my priorities for 2015 and this looks
to be even more the case for 2016. It’s been a tough decision but for now I really do
feel I must place my articles on indefinite suspension. Resuming them at some point
is certainly a hope but at the moment is far from guaranteed. I can, however, spare
the time to give a brief outline of the projectors I had broadly considered as the basis
for the remainder of the alphabet; this will also prove a reasonable coda should I find
myself unable to return to the series in the future.
P – Pathé 200B. Certainly my favourite narrow gauge projector, my personal
joint-first favourite projector along with the Kalee 21 and a large part of the inspiration
for starting these articles in the first place. I had originally intended to write a full
article on it to finish with but the deadline is looming and there simply isn’t sufficient
time to do it the justice it deserves. A design triumph, elegant and well-engineered.
Just watch out for the asbestos in the lamphouse (must find a suitable replacement
one day) and the brittle Bakelite base. The 200B Plus is even better as it has adjustable
framing (and, after transplanting the gate from an otherwise scrap example, so does
my regular 200B!) Special mention for the Pathé Lux, the finest sprocketless projector
around.
Q – QRS. QRS merged with Devry in 1929 but not before they produced a few
narrow gauge projectors under their own banner, most notably the Model B and a very
interesting combination camera/projector.
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R – RCA. I have no direct experience with them but I hear the RCA Hollywood is
pretty good when running. I’d also love to get my hands on a Ronkonkoma Apollo, a
very smart ‘analyser’ projector.
S – Siemens 2000. Pure quality, particularly the versions with a valve amplifier.
The 4000ft extensions produced for it are so rare, such a pity. The original lamps aren’t
the best and I hear they are a bit of a fiddle to convert to halogen but otherwise a fine
projector. The Sankyo Stereo 800 is also highly recommended.
T – Several possibilities, the only one of which I already possess being a Triplico
Junior 9.5 projector. This is notable for having a beater rather than a claw or
intermittent and it works well enough but is otherwise pretty uninteresting. Two other
‘T’ projectors I hope to add to my collection someday are a Toei Talkie (daft as a brush
with its ‘standard 8 optical sound’ but certainly unique!) and a Tondo Junior (an
Italian 8mm projector, basically a toy but shaped like a space helmet/football.)
U – Uncle Sam’s Toy Projector. Looks like a total abomination but there are
limited options and I might just have been able to acquire one. Occasionally this sort
of projector can do surprisingly well in practice and they’re always fun to try for that
reason (well nearly always – see my article on the Junkolux!)
V – Victor Safety Cinema. The crown jewel of my collection, a rare 28mm
projector that I perhaps spent rather too much time and money on but nevertheless it
is poetry in motion. Special mention to the Voigtlander Synalux 8, a superb Super 8
projector.
W – Wamoo 9.5. A peculiar little toy projector, not too rare but unaccountably
pricey. I just want to know how/where the film goes!
X – X-Wing Practimech. A real challenge, I have in my possession an edition
of Practical Mechanics that gives instructions for building a rudimentary 9.5mm
projector. There are a whole host of reasons why starting this project is simply not an
option at the moment but if I ever succeed in producing a workable projector from it
I reserve the right to christen the result!
Y – Yelco DS 810-MT. Possibly the finest Super 8 projector I have personally
had the pleasure of using, even better than my beloved ST-1200. Another one for the
shopping list.
Z – Zeiss Ikon P8. Looks like a grown up version of a toy projector called a
Horipet. Having torn apart the Eumig P8 in a previous article I wonder what I would
make of this one.
Zat’s all for now folks, happy collecting and projecting.
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